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HASTENING THE MILITABY PIOHEEB.

Quick rather than fine work, our German contempo

rary, Militar Woehetiblatt, insists is required of the

soldiers selected as the pioneers of an army in the field.

In an instructive article on the training of this corps,

it suggests that the timepiece rather than the yard

Btick should be the test. In the work of the pioneer,

the German's attention to details, following what he

calls the durch und durch, or thorough, system acts,

as may easily be supposed, to retard operations. An

exposed aud retarded division cannot wait while the

trench shelters, already dug, are carefully trimmed,

nor an advancing column be kept inactive while the

pontoons of a temporary bridge be carefully aligned

and mathematically arranged. If the trenches will

protect or the bridge bear them across the stream,

that is all that is required. In the German school of

the soldier, the trench shelter must be exactly 1 foot

3 inches deep, and its parapet 1}£ feet high. Gabions

must be made of straight stakes of exact length, wat

tled with green twigs or osiers in a certain prescribed

and labored fashion. Gabionades used as traverses to

protect guns from enfilading Are, the gabion revet

ment for service in the trenches in siege operations, and

the gabion trip, a protection against night surprises of

cavalry and infantry, must be constructed in accord

ance with certain formulas that may not be departed

from. Even in the construction of the pontvalent or

flying bridge to bear troops across a narrow moat of an

outwork during a siege, the German school of the

soldier exacts a painstaking thoroughness, though, as

is pointed out by the military critic, every second lost

in perfecting such work adds to the chances of failure,

because giving the enemy more time to recover from

his surprise at the sudden attack. So with the work

of the pontonieren, the bridge builders ; it is urged

that that construction which can most quickly be

put together and rendered stable and sufficiently buoy

ant is to be preferred to more scientific construction

requiring more time to perfect.

In support of this opinion, our German contempo

rary might have cited the orders of Darius to his ad

vance guard while it was engaged in throwing a pon

toon bridge across the Hellespont, and again across

the Danube ; which were to the effect that they need

not make any provision for his return, by which he

meant that he desired to cross at the earliest possi

ble moment, and cared not if the bridge were torn

from its anchorages after the last man was safely

landed on the farther shore.

In our own civil war the sappers and miners of both

armies distinguished themselves by the rapidity of

their work, notably when the Confederate General

Hood essayed to stop Sherman's advance through

Georgia. More than once, when the enemy's work

confronted the invading army, the Federal pioneers, in

the face of a sharp fire, raised parapets on hills and

mounds of earth, and by this means the gunners got

a plunging fire upon the covered way of the besieged

work. This trench cavilier was rarely of correct di

mensions, but it always gave a command of at least

four feet above the crest of the protected way of the

confronting works, and was constructed in an almost

incredibly short time, considering the conditions.

The practical Germans have awakened, it seems,

to the necessity for haste in the work of the pioneer

corps.

THE CB0WNED CEAHE.

AKafflrorcrowned crane recently arrived stalksabout

the little inclosure back of the lion house in the Central

Park, New York City, and, because of its peculiarity

as well as its rarity, is well worth a visit. It is from

the North of Africa, and will be found in the text books

under the head of Balearica Chrysopelagus, though

generally known as B regulorum. African explorers

like Speke and Grant and Richard Lander have spoken

of the South African variety of this bird, and the

curious bunch of bristles which grow straight up out

of the top of its head, now wide and bushy like the

pompon of a hussar, aad again closed up like a shav

ing brush after the latter has dried. It walks majes

tically in its gaudy plumage and scarlet wattle, as if in

imitation of the African paradise crane, with whom it

consorts in Ethiopian wilds, and to which it is said to

be allied.

Its sometimes shrill and sometimes mellow note, may

hoo-oom ! is said to be most frequently heard along the

banks of the Zambesi River and Lakes Nyanza and

Tanganyika. In height it stands something over three

feet, measuring with wings spread about six feet from

tip to tip. The body is gray, pale on the neck and

darker on the scapularies, head black, with throat

lappet red, which at certain seasons turns to brilliant

scarlet. The wing coverts are white, with faint slate

colored subterminals, sometimes rufous brown tipped ;

the tertials being striped with the same ; breast and

back pale buff and raven black. It builds its nest in

the river swamps, ingeniously twisting the reeds and

rushes in and out, thus making a basket-like structure

resembling not a little what in military parlance is

called a gabion, though of conical shape. The wattle

well defined. The bunch of yellow bristles adorning

the head is much sought after by the natives, who

wear it in like fashion.

POSITIONS 07 THE PLANETS IN N0VEMBEE.

SATURN

is morning star, and an interesting object for observa

tion, as he approaches the cluster of stars called

Prasepe. He rises on the 1st at 10 h. 34 m. P. M. On

the 30th, he rises at 8 h. 40 m. P. M. His diameter on

the 1st is 17 4", and be is in the constellation Cancer.

VENUS

is morning star. She is charming in the eastern 6ky,

as she moves westward from the sun, rising nearly four

hours before him at the close of the month. Venus

rises on the 1st at 2 h. 50 m. A. M. On the 30th, she

rises at 3 h. 5 m. A. M. Her diameter on the 1st is 37",

and she is in the constellation Scorpio.

MARS

is morning star, and may be found as a small ruddy

star, southeast of Regulus. He rises on the 1st at 1 h.

31 m. A. M. On the 30th, he rises at 1 h. A. M. Hla

diameter on the 1st is 5 2", and be is in the constella

tion Leo.

URAKUS

is morning star. He is in conjunction with Venus on

the 24th, being 1° 7' south. Uranus rises on the 1st at

h. 23 m. A. M. On the 80th, he rises at 2 h. 38 in.

A. M. His diameter on the 1st is 8 4", and he is in the

constellation Virgo.

NEPTUNE

is morning star until the 21st, and then evening star.

He comes into opposition with the sun on the 21st at

1 h. A. M. He is then opposite the sun, rising at sun

set and setting at sunrise, and at his nearest point to

the earth. Neptune rises on the 1st at 5 h. 52 in. P. M.

On the 30th, he sets at Oh. 11 m. P. M. His diameter is

2 6', and he is in the constellation Taurus.

MERCURY

is evening star until the 17th, and then morning

star. He reaches his inferior conjunction on the 17th,

passing at that time between the earth and the sun,

and reappearing as morning star on the sun's western

side. Mercury sets on the 1st at 5 h. 89 m. P. M. On

the 30th, he rises at 5 h. 21 m. A. M. His diameter on

the 1st is 7'4', and he is in the constellation Scorpio.

JUPITER

is evening star until the 8th, and then morning star.

He is in conjunction with the sun on the 8th at 9 h. P.

M., and so near him as to be invisible during nearly the

whole month. Jupiter sets on the 1st at 5 h. 0 in. P.

M. On the 80th, he rises at 5 h. 37 m. A. M. His dia

meter on the 1st is 29'4', and he is in the constellation

Libra.

At the close of the month, Venus, Mars, Uranus, Sa

turn, Mercury, and Jupiter are morning stars, and

Neptune is evening star.
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England and America.

This was the title of a lecture recently delivered in

the trophy room of the American Exhibition iu Lon

don by Mr. J. S. Jeans, secretary of the Iron aud Steel

Institute, and was the first of a series promoted under

the auspices of the London Workingmeu's Association.

In the course of his remarks the lecturer said that the

American resources were infinitely in excess of those of

Great Britain, and unless the working population of

the latter country were to atone for their deficiencies

in this respect by greater industry and a more extended

use ot mechanical appliances, so as to economize labor

and produce cheaply, they would not be likely to hold

their position in the race. There was not much danger

of American competition in manufactured goods for a

long time to come. Fully 80 per cent of the exports

from America took the form of raw materials. If

American protection were continued at its present

range, England would not have much fear as regards

manufactures ; but if the tariff were abolished, the in

dustrial prospects of England would become very much

blacker, in consequence of the enormous resources that

America possesses for cheap production. The lecturer

concluded by referring to the extent to which national

prosperity and industrial prospects were affected by

military and naval expenditure. He mentioned as a

striking fact that was at variance with the general

opinion of economists and politicians, that the United

States had actually since 1861 expended 921 millions

sterling on their army and navy, as against 626 millions

sterling in England. But at the present time the an

nual expenditure on this account in Great Britain was

£35,000,000 to £40,000,000 a year, as against about £13,-

000,000 in America, so that the English per capita ex

penditure was about 20s. as against 4s. 2d in the United

States. America had, however, the further advantage

of having only a comparatively small handful of meu

withdrawn from industrial and productive occupations

for military purposes, whereas England has over 20»,000

of the flower of its manhood that were not only pro

ducing nothing, but hanging like adead weight around

the neck of the productive community.
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Sftituittit Simian.

Blent by wire rods connected by eyes to the case atone

end and engaging by hooks with eyes at the other end,

as shown in the detail views. Supporting braces are

connected to each end of the cases, and they are ar

ranged to enter properly located recesses in the stand

ards of the frame, in order that the cases may be held

extended, as shown in one of the views, when any one

or more of the shades may be drawn down for inspec

tion. The strips forming the recesses which receive the

shade fixtures break joint with each other, so that the

pendent portions of the shades will hang in distinct

planes. . . _ . ^

IMPROVED ADJUSTABLE TONGS.

An improved form of tongs, with which the operator

is enabled conveniently to hold a large or small object,

 

MANNES' ADJUSTABLE TONGS.

is shown herewith, and has been patented by Mr. Wil

liam H. Mannes, of No. 1720 Blake Street, Denver, Col.

One of the tong parts carries the pivot pin, and the

other has a number of parallel slots leading into a cross

slot, a guard plate being held on this slotted tongue

part by means of a bolt with a winged nut screwing

down on the plate. With the adjustment shown in

the illustration, the jaws will hold very small objects.

To hold larger articles, the winged nut is unscrewed,

allowing the guard plate to swing downward, uncover

ing the cross slot, when the operator can move the

shank of the pivot pin carried by the other tong part

to any of the other slots, thus altering the position of

this tong part and its jaw to a position such as shown

in dotted lines, when the guard plate is again swung

upward and screwed in position, engaging one of the

sides of the square head of the pivot pin.

A SWITCH OPERATED BY THE LOCOMOTIVE.

A novel construction of railway switch, operated by

the locomotive without any attention from the engi

neer, and with which there is no necessity of applying

to the locomotive any fixtures, is represented in the ac

companying illustration, and has been patented by

Mr. James B. Suffern, of Hillburn, Rockland County,

N. Y. The movable rails are attached at their free

tapered ends to a switch bar, connected with a switch

stand, the bar having a slot near its center. To one

of the ties, a short distance therefrom, is pivoted a

curved track lever having a forked end which em

braces the switch bar, being connected therewith by a

locked in position away from the slot, to permit of the

free movement of the track lever without moving the

switch bar, or it may be locked against the side of the

track lever, when the latter cannot be moved without

moving the switch bar. When the weighted cam lever

at the side is raised, the track lever is free ; but when

this weighted lever is depressed, the track lever is

locked to the switch bar. A short distance beyond the

point at which the curved track lever is pivoted is

placed a vertical shaft, with an arm projecting into the

path of the locomotive pilot and an

other arm connected by a rod with a

toggle joint operating the weighted

lever to move the switch bar. A train

approaching the switch from the oppo

site direction passes over it in the

usual way, leaving the main track

continuous. But when a train is ap

proaching as indicated in the engrav

ing, the pilot of the locomotive engages

the projecting arm connected with the

rod which trips the toggle joint and

allows the weighted lever to fall, and,

the track lever being then locked with

the switch bar, the engagement of the

wheels with the track lever moves the

switch rail to render the track con

tinuous, and the train may then pass

over the switch in safety without dan

ger of being run on the siding.

the top of the marking rod, forcing the latter down

ward until its foot makes an indentation in the ground

at the point where the corn was dropped by the drop

ping bar.

As the machine travels forward, the marking rod

swings on its fulcrum, and is lifted and held in ver

tical position again by the springs, by the time that

the weighted lever has been raised by one of the arms

on the short shaft, and the marking rod is again

pressed downward at the point where the corn was

AN IMPROVED COBN PLANTER.

A novel construction of marking and

dropping devices for a corn planter

is shown in the accompanying illus

tration, and has been patented by Mr. Isaac H. Athey,

of Marion, Ark. On the drive wheel which operates

the dropping and marking mechanism is a gear

wheel meshing into another gear wheel mounted

loosely on one end of a short shaft held in bearings on

the main frame. Sliding on and rotating with this

shaft is a clutch, connected with an upright shifting

bar, for moving the clutch into or out of contact with a

ratchet wheel, whereby the forward movement of the

drive wheel imparts a rotary motion to the short

shaft. On the latter is a cam wheel with sidewardly

projecting arms, which, with the rotation of the shaft,

operates a lever connected with the dropping bar

working in the seed boxes in the usual manner, the

lever being constantly shifted from one side to the

other by the cam wheel, thereby imparting a slid

ing motion to the dropping bar. On this shaft is also

held, by set screws, two curved arms, extending in

opposite directions, which, with the revolution of the

shaft, engage by their outer ends one end of a lever

fulcrumed on a bar secured to the main frame. This

lever carries a weight at its rear end, and just for

ward of the weight is a sidewardly extending arm, with

a friction roller operating on the marking bar. The

latter is held to slide in a bracket secured to either

of the side beams of the main frame, the upper arm of

 

ATHET'S COBN PLANTEB ATTACHMENT.

dropped. The machine is simple and durable in con

struction and very effective in operation.

Enphorbla Rubber.

Up to a comparatively recent date, small parcels of

this gum have occasionally appeared on the market,

but for some time rubber manufacturers could not suc

ceed in satisfactorily making use of it. At last, how

ever, a method has been discovered which renders the

gum available for mixing with various kinds of India

rubber to the extent of 50 per cent. A piece of vulcan

ized rubber containing 50 per cent of the euphorbia

gum has been tested for some time in an exposed posi

tion on a roof, and it has kept better than a similarly

exposed piece of ordinary pure (vulcanized) rubber.

Mixed with gutta-percha, it prevents the latter becom

ing brittle. Washers made with 30 per cent of this

gum and vulcanized rubber stand well and retain their

elasticity. Tubing for supporting high pressures is far

less likely to split and crack when a proper quantity of

euphorbia gum is employed.

NEW ALL-ABOUND CRANE.

We illustrate a new all-around crane by Ransomes &

Rapier, Ipswich, designed to lift a test load of 33 tons

at a radius of 67 feet ; the um.ximii mjrai I i us which can be

 

 

IMPROVED ALL-ABOUND CEANE.

bolt passing through the slot. The convex side of the

curved track lever is normally in contact with one of

the rails, so that a car wheel passing along in either

direction would throw the track lever away from the

rail. Upon the side of the switch bar is pivoted a

weighted cam lever, embraced by a yoke, connected

with a slide placed on the switch bar beyond the

forked end of the track lever, and this slide may be

the bracket having an elongated slot, and its lower

arm carrying a friction roller resting with its rim

against one side of the marking rod. A spring secured

to the side beam of the main frame presses with its

free end against one side of the marking rod, on which

also is a coiled spring. As the machine is operated by

its forward movement, the arms on the short shaft lift

the weighted lever, and cause it in dropping to strike

obtained with it in ordinary work being nearly 80 feet.

The Engineer says : "The machine is self-propelling,

being borne on a carriage which is mounted with 33

springs on 16 wheels, and has a gauge of 21 feet and

sufficient height to allow a railway train to pass under

it. The various motions of lifting the load, traveling,

altering the radius, and turning are all performed by

the steam engine."
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Cartons Fires.

In a late interview with a gentleman identified with

the insurance interests, and one who has had a wide

experience in the insurance of mills and manufactories,

the attention of the reporter for the Boston Commercial

Bulletin was called to some instances of curious fires

which had taken place under circumstances and in

situations hitherto deemed impossible.

Cotton in bales was always supposed to be free from

spontaneous combustion until lately, when a case was

discovered in a storehouse in northern New Jersey. A

number of bales of Sea Island cotton stored there were

found to be on fire, and when extinguished in one spot

it would break out in another. A careful examination

of the cotton and its condition showed that it was

roller-gin cotton—that is, cotton which had not been

run through a set of saws, after the method of Eli

Whitney, but the lint had been drawn away from the

seed by a pair of rolls, one large and the other small,

set at just the proper distance to prevent the seeds

from passing through, while the fiber passes on and

goes into a bag. It was found in this lot of cotton that

some of the seeds had passed into the rolls and been

cracked, which caused the oil to exude, saturating the

fiber, which, by the time it arrived in the North, was

thus in a proper condition for spontaneous combustion.

Careful and extensive inquiry among Northern mills

failed to reveal any other such case, and, therefore, it

can hardly be taken as a strong objection to the use of

roller-gins in general. The ordinary roller-gin is a pre

historic tool, as it has been in use since cotton was

known in ancient India. It is not nearly so fast as the

ordinary saw-gin, but does its work somewhat better,

and with the least possible injury to the fiber, and is

therefore preferred for Sea Island cotton, which is of

long fiber and almost double the value of the ordinary

grades.

Another curious and inexplicable fire was one which

occurred in a boiler room in a central New Jersey town.

The room was 72x80 ft., with masonry wall 18 ft. high,

covered by a roof of 1 inch plank, slated, and supported

by wooden trusses. The boilers were set in batteries,

with clear spaces all around them. They were 8 ft.

from the trusses and 16 ft. from the roof. One Sunday

morning, on his way to church, the mill superintendent

visited the boiler room, and found there only the fire

man, who was engaged in setting in new gauge glasses.

There had been no fire under the boilers since 11 p. m.

Saturday, and the fireman had thoroughly inspected

the premises. The superintendent did likewise. Both

left at the same time, and got about 1,000 feet away

when they saw flames break through the roof, which

was damaged so much that a new roof was necessary.

This case was thoroughly investigated, but no satis

factory explanation of the fire, which had taken place

under such apparently impossible conditions, has been

made.

And a third peculiar instance was a fire started by

some cotton waste, which, in clearing up a mill, the

engineer put in front of a boiler, where it would be

convenient for the fireman to burn in the morning.

During the night, the waste got on fire from spontane

ous combustion, setting the kindling on fire, and suc

ceeded in generating sufficient steam to cause the

boiler to blow off, scaring the watchman, who natu

rally thought the boiler, which he knew had been left

without a fire, was going to explode. Still another

curious fire was that caused in the picker room of a

jute mill, by a man driving a nail in the ceiling. The

nail glanced off and was struck by the rapidly working

beaters, and the sparks caused thereby resulted in a

serious fire.

Reports to the manufacturers' mutual insurance

companies show that about two fires a week are put

out by automatic sprinklers. In these reports there is

only one instance of a fire getting out of a room pro

tected by automatic sprinklers, and it is a somewhat

peculiar case. The fire started under a mule-carriage

in a dirty mill, and was thus protected from the flow

of water from the sprinklers, which were of old con

struction and not so sensitive as the later ones, and

therefore did not work so quickly. The fire worked its

way under the mule-carriage, and then to an open and

unprotected staircase, and so throughout the building.

Sanitary Drainage or Building*.*

Mr. Paul Gerhard, C.E., of New York City, has issued,

through D. Van Nostrand, a useful little work on the

above subject, which is useful for plumbers and all

persons about to build anew house, embodying notes

on recent practice in sanitary drainage. The author,

who is an authority on sanitary matters, and whose

works on the subject of house drainage and plumbing

are well known, has condensed a great deal of informa

tion in this little guide for architects, engineers, and

others. With the help of it one may easily prepare a

plumbing or drainage specification. The leading re

quirements of plumbing work will be found briefly

mentioned, and the second part, " Maxims of Plumbing

and House Drainage," embodies in terse sentences the

• The work may bt had at the office of the SciiMTiric American.
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rules to be observed on planning. He commends the

following rules to all architects :

"Avoid a useless multiplication of plumbing fix

tures. Let the amount of plumbing work in a house

be reduced as much as possible. Above all, avoid lo

cating fixtures in unoccupied or spare rooms. Do not

place plumbing fixtures of any kind in sleeping rooms,

nor even in uuventilated closets adjoining them.

Always arrange fixtures so as to be concentrated as

much as is consistent with convenience in use, in com

pact groups. Have as few vertical lines of pipe as pos

sible. Avoid long horizontal runs of pipe.

In small cottages place the bath room as nearly as

possible over the kitchen, in order to reduce the

amount of piping and to simplify the whole work. In

small houses it is preferable to separate the water

closet from the bath room, and to give to each of them

a well lighted and ventilated apartment. In toilet

and dressing rooms adjoining bed rooms, the water

closet, lavatory, and bath may be, however, arranged

together. . . . Place all soil, waste, and supply

pipes outside of walls or partitions. Let pipes pass

in sight through closets, and have them fully exposed

in bath rooms."

After a list of such rules the author describes the

construction and lays down general conditions to be

observed by the plumber, the materials to be used,

and the weight of lead pipes for different pressures.

Referring to wrought iron pipes, the following specifi

cation is given for soil, waste, and vent pipes :

" To be of standard wrought iron pipe, having a

uniform thickness of not less than one-quarter of an

inch, the pipes to be lap-welded and proved at the

iron mills to 530 pounds per square inch by hydraulic

pressure, to be coated after being heated with a

preparation of coal tar and asphalt (or to be treated

with the Bower-Barff or other rustless process) ; fit

tings for soil and waste pipes to be protected against

rust by the 6ame process as applied to the pipes, to be

tapped truly straight, and to have a strong shoulder."

Mr. Gerhard furnishes concise descriptions of traps,

supply pipes, stop cocks, valves, solder, pig and sheet

lead, fixtures, cement, putty, sand, and mortar. The

workmanship is next described, such as pipe joints,

etc. Test of the work during construction and after

completion and suggestions for a sanitary code are

included in this compendious little book, which will

be a useful aide memoire to the professional man. The

memoranda of cost will be of service to the American

architect and builder. ,

«!«!»

Electricity a* a Motive Power.

In a recent lecture before the Finsbury Technical

College, London, by Professor Silvanus P. Thompson,

D.Sc, on "Electricity as a Motive Power," the lec

turer commenced by saying he wished to draw atten

tion to one of the novel sciences which was now taking

root here. The science of electricity, the lecturer added,

originated in England, but we had allowed America,

Canada, and even Japan to leave us far behind, the

reason being that we were tied down by prejudice and

even stupidity, and thus prevented going ahead. It

was said that the countries he had mentioned were

protected by their laws ; but if protection made them

go ahead, they would do so still more without protec

tion, and his impression was that in a few years the

United States would wipe out protection altogether.

There were plenty of places in America where they had

no gas company, and would not have one, but where

every house was lighted by electricity. There were 700

local electric companies in the United States, who dis

tributed motive power to the districts around ; and

England might count on going ahead as soon as local

factories were established here, from which the electric

power could be supplied and distributed wherever re

quired.

The lecturer then explained the principle upon which

various electric machines were constructed, illustrating

his remarks by numerous experiments, showing how

the motive power was generated by the application of

the magnet. Mr. Sturgin, to whom was due the dis

covery of the electric magnet, demonstrated that it

caused a circular current through insulated wire round

a piece of iron, by which the iron itself became magnet

ized and an alternative power produced. This discov

ery was gradually developed as the science became more

known. The question of importance was how to pro

duce electricity cheaper than by using zinc, which was

twenty-four times dearer than coal. Dr. Faraday dis

covered a new way of getting a current, simplyby pass

ing magnetism in or out through a coil of wire round a

piece of iron. These currents could be used for all sorts

of purposes, and the current by this means was pro

duced at a much cheaper rate than by zinc. It was pos

sible to transmit power for 100 miles by a system of

wires, and to work engines, etc., wherever wanted. He

strongly advocated the establishing of local factories

for the supply of electric power, and referred to

Rochester, N. Y., as having such local factories

and hiring out the motive power at cheap rates. They

put up the machines where wanted, and charged for

one horse power, working six days from 7 A.M. to 6

P.M., 11. 16s. a month, and two or more horse power

upon easy terms. There was no fire required, or trou

ble or expense, but just put on or off the connection as

the power was wanted.

In America there were 30 of these local factories.

One company sends out 50 machines per week, of vari

ous sizes. Thus manufactories were supplied with mo

tive power and light at small expense. It was the

wretched Lighting Act in this country which stopped

the progress of electricity. Then there was the social

effect it would have. The advantage to small men,

who could not afford to pay for steam, was that they

could hire one of these machines for 1Z. 16s. per month,

and thus prevent the aggregating of operatives together

in large workshops, where no man was his own master.

All kind of work would be facilitated.

Easy Places.

It seems nothing bat natural, says the editor of the

St. Louis Miller, for every person, man or woman, to

think the position they occupy is just a little bit worse

than that of any one else. And they imagine that if

they could only exchange places with some one else,

what a relief it would be. Much of the worry and fret

ting in life is caused by a desire to secure an easy place.

Success is only obtained by earnest effort. And this

implies hard work of some kind. And when you are

doing hard work, you certainly cannot be considered as

having found an easy place. It is those who do not

make a success that are always on the lookout or hunt

for an easy place. And after they find themselves in

positions where a little earnest effort would considera

bly improve their conditions, rather than make the

effort they allow themselves to make an easy place for

their individual comfort, and let the chance slip. Many

a young man, in an effort to find an easy place, has al

lowed opportunities to pass by which, if he would have

taken them up and added a few years of hard, well-

directed labor, would have placed him in a condition

where, if he desired, he might take upon himself an

easy place.

One item should by no means be overlooked in this,

and that is that many places are like the ones you are

occupying, that is, they are very deceiving. Others

imagine that you are having a very easy time as com

pared with theirs, and they would gladly exchange

with you, while at the same time you are thinking the

same with them.

We often make our lot in life not only harder, but

considerably worse than it really is, by continually

looking at the dark side. We try to see all the draw

backs rather than trying to better our condition all the

while, and this at least adds nothing to it. The fact is,

if life were all sunshine, if we all secured what we

might consider as easy places, it is very doubtful if we

would appreciate it as fully as we do our present bless

ings. Better wear out than rust out. Life can be

made much pleasanter if we would try to make the

best of everything, and then when we are able to bet

ter ourselves, we are in a condition to enjoy better. It

is an impossibility that each and every one of us should

be able to secure a place that we might consider as

easy. Added to this is the fact that much that we see

is deceiving, and that if we fail to find what we are

seeking in making a change, we are only breeding dis

content instead of bettering ourselves.

It is certainly to the interest of every man to better

himself or his condition when he can do so honestly.

This is what, to a certain extent, we are all aiming to

accomplish, but we will not be able to reach this if, in'

stead of earnest, faithful work, we devote our energies

to seeking out and obtaining an easy place.

Filling Wood and Removing Old Paint.

The Carriage Monthly tells its readers how to remove

varnish from a panel after it has pitted, and has stood

so long that it is too hard and dry for turpentine to

soften it, but too wet for the stone to rub it. A good

way is to run over it lightly with spirits of ammonia.

Do not let the ammonia remain too long on the varnish

before you use the scraper on it, as it will be likely to

eat through and affect the under coats. The object to

be gained is only to take off the pitted coat. After re

moval, wash off with Castile soap and water. Let

stand an hour or two to enable the under coat to get

hardened. Again rub down with rag and pumice stone

lightly, and then revarnish. It would be better, if the

time will warrant it, to coat over again with a light

wash of rubbing varnish, to guard against a possible

repetition of the pitting.

From the same source we are told how to stop the

grain in polished wood with simple ingredients.

Take a small quantity of white beeswax, melt it

down, and, while liquid, mix with whiting. As it gets

thick, keep adding boiled oil until you have it as you

wish it. When using it, sheet the wood over solid. Let

stand until the next day, when you can remove the

surplus by using No. % sandpaper. It is cheaper and

easier than the shellac, and can be leveled sooner, leav-

ing nothing but the pores or grain of the wood filled,

which is better than having your wood all stained up

with the shellac.
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A Correction.

To the Editor of the Scientific American :

In your recent notice of "Food Adulteration," by

Dr. Battershall, you designate that gentleman as

chemist in charge of the U. 8. laboratory at this port.

As I have held such position for the past seven years,

and still hold it, and as the error, though inadvertent,

may be misleading, I beg that you will correct it.

Edward Sherkr, Chemist in Charge.

U. 8. Laboratory, Port of New York, Appraiser's

Office, 403 Washington Street, October 12, 1887.

Self-mending Insects and Snakes.

To the Editor of the Scientific American :

In the "Correspondence" department of September

24 was a communication from Oliver White, secretary

of the Peoria, Illinois, Scientific Association, headed

" Self-mending Snakes," in which he relates of break

ing one of these reptiles into pieces from one to two

inches long, from the anus to the tip of his tail—two-

thirds of the whole length of the way—then placing a

cage over hiin. On returning to the place twenty-four

hours after, the snake was there, sound and whole, in

full length.

A similar operation is performed by the insect known

as the earwig. One resting on a board was cut in two

with a knife, when the head half crawled away about

a foot, and, after making a circuit, came back to the

tail half, butted against it, and was again united with

it, when the severed insect became whole—a perfect,

living, moving object. Can you or any of your readers,

Mr. Editor, give me a scientific reason for or an ex

planation of this most marvelous operation of the self-

mending snake and the earwig 1 Are there any other

insects, reptiles, or living objects that do the same ?

Charles Marseilles.

Exeter, N. H.

In the "glass snake " and other low orders of life,

repair is usually by primary adhesion, by scabbing, or

more rarely immediate union; or it may, in a sense, be

a medium between the two former. Creatures with

three-chambered hearts and sluggish (cold) circulation

retain vitality in severed tissue much longer than those

possessed of a four-chambered heart and quick, warm

circulation; and to even greater extent is this true of

white-blooded insects, without complete circulatory

apparatus. Here reparative material is poured out,

undergoing changes similar to those in primary ad

hesion ; and the wound cicatrizes rapidly beneath the

scab formed by the highly plastic serum of the blood

effused on the surface, and which coagulates with ex

treme rapidity and firmness in the lower orders of

creatures. The scab affords support, the embryo cells

with the plastic lymph being the medium of repair.

The process is identical in all grades of life, and in all

tissues, whether bone, muscle, integument, tendon,

capillaries or nerves, and depends solely upon the blood

supply and the capability of the nervous system to pro

vide this nourishment. Severed fingers have success

fully been reunited to the hand in the human subject;

bits of muscle, integument, or scalp grafted; teeth

transplanted; and even the spurs made to grow in the

comb of the same barnyard cock. The processes are

precisely the same as in the reunion of a severed por

tion in reptiles or insects when the latter are led by

instinct to approximate the separated portions of their

economies, and to await the exudation and " sealing "

that will insure permanent union. The exudation

about the wound gives support, exactly as the " pro

visional callous " forms a false splint holding the bone

in place until reparative processes shall reunite the

fractured surfaces. Had the opheosaurus of Mr. White

been reunited without exhibiting traces of the injury,

we might be justified in deeming it phenomenal, or in

believing the gentleman had been unconsciously de

ceived; but under the circumstance, he narrates no

thing but what is an every day physiological occurrence,

curious only as the severed digit, when replaced and

healed, is curious ! But withal his observation is valu

able, since it adds one more link to the chain that must

eventually strangle superstition, and silence "doubt

ing Thomases " possessed of narrow minds, and race

egoism, that can conceive of nothing less than man as

an object of nature's fostering care.

Q. Archie Stockwell, M.D., F.Z.S.

Port Huron, Michigan.

River and Harbor Improvement.

At a recent meeting of the Engineers' Club of Phila

delphia, Prof. L. M. Haupt suggested a plan whereby

he proposed to create a channel, sufficient to meet the

demands of commerce, upon the following principles :

1. If the bottom velocity of a stream be increased to

the limit required by the character of the material

forming its bed. it will scour ; if diminished, it will de

posit.

2. If the momentum of a stream be suddenly arrested

by an obstruction placed in its path, a reaction will be

produced, its head will be increased, and the bottom

will be scoured out.

3. If the volume of a stream be partially deflected by

a trailing wall, from one side of a cross-over bar to the

opposite side, the current over the bar will be quick

ened, and the crest lowered, above the line of the

works.

4. If the form of the cross section of a stream be

modified by cutting at one point and filling at another

point of the same section, so that the area is not

changed, other things being equal, the discharge will

not be materially affected, and the part so deepened

will remain open.

5. If a stream be compressed laterally into a smaller

section, its velocity head near the banks will be in

creased, while that at the center will be diminished,

and consequently the channel will be bifurcated and

the deepest water be found near shore.

If, by the application of these laws of flowing water,

a channel, sufficiently wide and deep for navigation,

be cut across a bar, it will be self-sustaining, and cost

much less than if the entire bar were disturbed by the

usual lateral dikes or by dredging.

Automatic Car Couplers.

At the convention of the Master Car Builders at

Minneapolis, last summer, the committee on automatic

freight car couplers made their report, from which we

take the following :

It has long been thought absolutely necessary that

there should be a considerable amount of. loose slack

in the coupling of cars to enable the starting of trains ;

and.while it has been tacitly admitted that there were

some disadvantages incident to the presence of this

slack, due to its tendency to break drawbars and

draught rigging in starting and stopping trains and in

pulling through sags and hollows in the track, it was

never realized what an enormous evil the presence of

this slack became on long trains until these trials were

made. It was then found that the shocks were so

terrific that it was absolutely necessary to block the

links ; without blocking it was impossible to live in the

rear car. Stock could not stand on their feet in such a

train, or freight be prevented from shifting except in

the case where brakes were applied to each car by

electricity. There was only one train brake present

wherein the brakes were applied in this way, and

even with this brake it was found necessary to block

the links in making the break-away tests, as it was

then impossible to use electricity on the rear portion

of the train. At best this special train could not be

considered as representing the usual conditions of

service, because the cars were all of one standard and

were all new and in perfect order. If the train had

been made up miscellaneously of home and foreign

and old and new cars, as is usual in service, it is fair to

assume that the absence of shocks would not have

been so apparent. The tests therefore conclusively

show that power train brakes cannot be successfully

introduced unless close couplings are used, except in

the case where they are applied electrically to every

car in the train, and no break-aways are expected.

The presence of loose slack having been found to be so

dangerous at Burlington (1887), the brake committee

determined to dispense with it in so far as possible in

making their tests. Before doing so they ascertained

by actual experiment whether its substitution by

spring slack would prevent the starting of an equal

number of cars, as was generally believed. In this

special test they demonstrated, both by observation

and dynamometer car records, that the severest pull on

the engine comes immediately after all the cars in the

train have started, and that an engine will start more

cars than it can pull ; loose slack and spring slack were

both shown to assist in moving the train for the first

few feet, but the heavy pull on the engine comes after

the slack is all out of the train. They found that there

was very little difference between the ability of an

engine to start a train with loose links or links blocked.

Going up a grade of 53 feet to the mile, it was found

that a train could be started with greater ease with the

links blocked than with the links loose; this was due

to the fact that with the loose coupled train the engine

would have had to start up cautiously in order to pre

vent the train from breaking in two from the jerks that

would follow before all of the slack was taken up. With

a close coupled train this care was not necessary, there

being no loose slack, and it was possible to start with a

wide open throttle. It was also found that the riding of

the train was very much improved by the close coup

lings, as might have been expected from our experi

ence with passenger cars. It should be remarked here

that no form of couplings, loose or closed, entirely

abolish shocks of stopping in emergencies by train

brakes, unless they are electrically applied, but that

close couplings are vastly more advantageous than

loose couplings ; they cushion the shock and prevent

the sharp and distinct blows found with loose coup

lings. A complete elimination of shocks is a question

of brakes, not of couplers.

We have now, therefore, reached the point in the

solution of this problem where we can say that the

question which presented itself at this time last year

with reference to the value of slack has been decided,

and that consequently the choice for this association

to make is again narrowed down by a great step from

between the loose link and the hooks coupling verti

cally to the best sub-types of the hooks.

The adoption throughout the United States and

Canada of any single individual coupler which would

not interchange with any others we would consider

most disadvantageous, for the reason previously set

forth ; neither could your committee recommend any

coupler as the best, and we further think it would be

impossible for the railroads to agree upon one coupler.

The Janney type of coupler, including the Janney,

Dowling, Thurmond, and we think ultimately the

Barnes and Hien, is the type to which the evolution of

the subject has brought us ; it affords a close coupling

with spring slack ; it makes it possible to use power

train brakes ; it already includes several couplers and

opens the door to more, so that no railroad company is

restricted to purchasing from one manufacturer ; it

incorporates more of the practical requirements of a

perfect automatic train connection than any other

type or form of coupling. It is not a new, unknown,

and untried coupler. It has been used in the Janney

form very extensively on some of our largest roads in

the North and West, and in the Thurmond form in the

South. Its most serious defect is in strength, and the

question that now presents itself is, " Can this defect be

remedied ?" We consider that it can, and the further

development of the problem must be in this direction,

and what we say here on the subject of strength is ap

plicable to all forms of couplers, no matter of what

type. This development can be accomplished by fol

lowing three paths : First, increase the dimensions ;

second, improve the character of the material ; third,

protect the coupler by deadwoods or, better still, spring

buffers. The development in the line of the first path

must stop before interchangeability is destroyed. This

limit, except possibly in some minor details, has prac

tically been reached. In the second path, much re

mains to be done. Its advance has already been

marked by transitions from cast to malleable and

wrought iron, and in some cases from malleable iron

to cast steel. Experiments are now being made on a

large scale with manganese steel, and we are hopeful

that the general attention being given to the improve

ment of material will result in valuable discoveries.

The third path, protection, promises the most im

portant benefits, although we believe all three paths

should be followed. It is daily becoming more ap

parent that we cannot consistently expect the small,

detail parts of a coupler to act as a buffer between

such ponderous bodies as heavily loaded freight cars

brought in sudden conjunction. Though these parts

are designed to operate together in forming a coupling,

they cannot successfully perform this function in a

satisfactory manner and be the first to receive the

whole force of the blows of service. These shocks

should be received immediately upon that portion of

the car strongest to resist them—the end sills, backed

by all the floor framing in the car. Another line of

development which should be mentioned here is the

simplifying and standardizing of the levers, rods, and

chains used for operating the various forms of

couplers.

Your committee feels that the status of the problem

at the present time, as here stated, warrants them in

making the recommendation that this association

recommend as a standard form of coupling the Janney

type of coupler.

There is an urgent necessity that the association

should act at this time, either in the line that your

committee has recommended or in some other. Kail-

roads have reached a point where there is an absolute

need for an automatic train coupler ; it is vividly ap

parent that a coupler must be introduced to save the

life and limb of the employes ; decrease the cost of

operation by enabling the use of power train brakes ;

to do away with the shocks of stopping and starting,

and to eliminate the damages of bunching trains in

sags and hollows. The public demands it, the safety

of the train men demands it, and the economical ope

ration of railroads demands it.

In view of the facts already mentioned, that the best

type of coupler is still undergoing development in

matters of strength and simplicity, and that may rail

roads are not ready to adopt it until it is better perfect

ed, your committee would further recommend the con

tinuance or use of the Marks, Ames, and McKeen

couplers as the best representatives of the loose coup

lers.
m i a » m ■

Walnuts as Food for Turkey*.

A writer in a London paper says under this head : I

stated last week that in former days tame turkeys were

fed with walnuts to give them the taste of wild turkeys.

In Italy turkeys are always fattened with walnuts.

Thirty days before a turkey is to be killed, one walnut

is stuffed down his throat. Each day he is given an

additional walnut, and on the twenty-ninth day he has

twenty-nine walnuts. He is then immensely fat. I

have often wondered, adds the writer, why our turkey

breeders do not adopt this plan.
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We have seen how the general photographic opera

tions in photographing stellar spectra are carried on.

One detail of work affecting the test of the plates re

mains yet to be described. Every plate before expos

ure in the photographic telescope receives the action

of light over a small square area of a beam, which is

impressed upon it, with definite exposure.

The apparatus for thus standardizing the

sensitiveness of plates is illustrated here.

Back of a wall or partition a lamp is placed.

Directly in front of the lamp, and a little

above its wick, a small square hole is cut

through the partition. On the other side

of the partition, which forms a portion of

its wall, is a dark room. Within this room

a pendulum is hung with its point of sus

pension above the square aperture. The

pendulum has a period of oscillation of one

second, from end to end of its arc. A catch

is arranged to hold it well to one side. Thus

held it completely covers the little square

opening. If released it swings away, and

just as it passes the central line exposes the

opening. It then continues its course to

the end and begins to return, the hole being

open all this time. As it reaches the center

of its arc on the return swing, it again shuts

off the light. The bob carries a screen of

such shape as to effect this operation. The

opening is shielded during one-half of a

double oscillation and exposed during the

other half. Half of a double oscillation

gives an exposure, therefore, of one second.

Every plate before use is tested in this

apparatus. The lamp, which is treated as a

standard source of light, is lighted and accu

rately adjusted as regards height and dis

tance from the aperture. The pendulum is

held back in its catch, covering the hole so

that no light passes through.

A plate is set up in a support opposite

the opening and about three feet distant.

The pendulum is now released ; it swings

across and back as just described, and on

its return is caught automatically. The

plate is removed and another put in its place

and the operation repeated for it. After this

they are ready for exposure in the telescopes

of the observatory. When they have been

exposed they are developed, and then only

simultaneously with the spectra the image

of the spot of light appears.

Every plate thus bears upon it near a cor

ner the signature of one second's exposure

to a standard source of light. Those of our readers

who are familiar with gas photometry will recognize

a modification of the Methven screen in this lamp and

opening. On the first page of this paper we illustrate

use. For photography, the glasses are separated, and

the crown glass lens is reversed. Thus two lenses of

the regular achromatic combination are made to do

the work of three. Had this combination been in

vented in time to have been applied to the Lick ob

jective, the expense of the photographic lens would

have been avoided. The new combination was devised

by Prof. Pickering and the Clark Brothers.

The eleven inch telescope is provided with a battery

 

  

VISUAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC COMBINATIONS OF LENSES.

the 11 inch telescope. It is now used altogether with

the 8 inch Voightlander shown in a recent issue, in

carrying on the work of the Draper memorial. Its ob

jective was made by Clark, and is a purely visual ono.

To make it available for stellar pho

tography, a supplementary photo

graphic lens was made, also by Clark.

This is placed in front of the regular

objectives, and corrects them for the

actinic focus.

The arrangement is similar to the

one adopted for the Lick telescope.

The visual objective for this great

telescope has been made and put in

place in the observatory in California.

The photographic lens is yet in the

manufacturer's hands. An extra cost

of over ten thousand dollars has to be

incurred in supplying it.

The point is thus dwelt on because

the Clark Brothers are at present

working out a combination by which

the regular members of a visual objec

tive can be used for celestial photo

graphy. The crown glass lens is

ground more convex on one side than

on the other. The natter side is in

contact with the flint glass lens when

the combination is arranged for visual

• ronllnned from SclMTiric Amihicak, Octo

ber 15, 1887.

APPARATUS FOR STANDARDIZING SENSITIVE PLATES.

of four prisms. Each member is mounted in a brass

frame, which slides into place in the large box like a

drawer. When all are combined, the box and battery

of glasses weighs one hundred pounds. It is a foot

cube in size. It is carried by the telescope in front of

the objective.

At its other end the telescope is provided, as usual,

with a finder. Owing to the refraction of the prisms,

the field of the glass is far from its normal one, and the

finder is set at an angle with the main axis equal to the

angle of refraction of the prism. The tube is mounted

in the ordinary eccentric way. It is so perfectly coun

terpoised that it can be pulled about by the hand

ropes with ease. It is driven by clockwork controlled

by electric impulses from a pendulum in the laboratory

building. The pendulum, in its swing, sweeps, with a

point of platinum below its bob, through a globule of

mercury, completing at each swing an electric circuit.

The closing of this circuit works an escapement on the

 

PROGRESS IN STAR SPECTROSCOPY.

base of the telescope. Without this escapement the

clockwork would drive the telescope a little too fast,

as it is controlled and, to a certain extent, governed by

a vane wheel. The electric escapement has only to im

part the last or residual correction to its movement.

The building containing the telescope is a simple

wooden structure, with dome, which rotates on cast

iron rollers. One person can readily turn the dome by

direct pushing against the handles, no tackle or gear

being required. The two instruments de

scribed are soon to be supplemented by

some of Dr. Henry Draper's reflectors, a

twenty-eight and a fifteen inch one. The

latter is one of the most perfect mirrors

constructed by the great astronomer. With

it he took his photograph of the moon.

When these are mounted, it is intended to

keep at least three telescopes at work all

night.

For the spectra of bright stars near the

equator, an exposure of five minutes is

given. For the spectra of faint stars, an

hour is the period. Each plate contains a

number of spectra. In one case over three

hundred appeared. The telescope is made

to trail the spectra to a width of one milli

meter (1-25 inch) as near as may be.

If the work progresses as well as it pro

mises, most important results may be looked

for. Thus the motion of stars directly toward

or away from the observer it is hoped may

be determined with great exactness by the

displacement of the lines of their spectra.

To carry out such work, a standard is need

ed to refer the lines to. The ordinary spec

trum is of course inapplicable. Quite good

success has been attained in using an ab

sorption spectrum. A tank with glass sides,

and containing hyponitricand other absorb

ent fumes, has been tried. This is placed in

front of the plate, so that the spectra have

to pass through it. It absorbs certain known

constituents, producing lines corresponding

to known wave lengths, to which the natural

lines of the star may be referred. It is

questionable if a greater triumph in astro

nomy has ever been achieved than the deter

mination of the motion of a star directly

toward or away from us ; and by photogra

phic methods it is evident that a greater de

gree of accuracy may be introduced into the

solution of this problem. The identifica

tion of the lines with those of terrestrial sub

stances is also one of the lines of work

mapped out for the future, and the group-

ng of stars of identical or similar spectra.

The first effort at celestial photography is

stated to have been made at Harvard College observa

tory on July 17, 1850. Mr. T. A. Whipple, directed by

Prof. W. C. Bond, exposed a daguerreotype plate in the

focus of the fifteen inch equatorial, which was kept

pointed upon a Lyrse. A very good image was thus

obtained. The double star a Geminorum gave an elon

gated image, evidently due to its two components. It

was found that such bright stars could be made to give

faint images, but no success followed when fainter stars

were the objects. Even of Polaris no image could be

obtained with any exposure. The experiments were at

last discontinued. Seven years later they were resumed.

Collodion plates had now been introduced, which far

exceeded in sensitiveness the old daguerreotype. A

short exposure of eight seconds or less sufficed for a

great many stars. The driving mechanism of the tele

scope had also been improved. Prof. Bond's account

of these investigations is placed among the classics of

astronomy. The work was continued by Rutherfurd

and other astronomers, the work in

creasing in perfection as the photogra

phic processes improved.

Dr. Henry Draper began to use

dry plates. On March 11, 1881. he

reached a critical point. He obtained

photographically the image of a star

so faint as to be barely discernible by

the eye through the same telescope.

This marked the point where the plate

compared in sensitiveness with the

retina. Even at the present day it is

doubtful if the dry plate can capture

more stars than can be seen by the eye.

Owing to difference of color, it is pos

sible that some stars invisible through

a specified telescope can be photo

graphed through it, while others visi

ble through the same glass may not

affect the plate. Mr. A. A. Common,

in his photograph of the nebula in

Orion, is believed to have obtained

images of stars invisible through the

telescope with which they were taken.

In 1863 Dr. Muggins obtained a

photographic image of the spectrum

of Sirius. It was merely of interest as
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& curiosity, being valueless on account of its poor

de&irition. No lines could be observed in it. In 1872

Dr. Draper made the first successful photograph of a

spectrum of a star. It was of Vega, and showed four

lines. He and Dr. Hugtrins continued the work. Their

method was to concentrate the light by a telescope

upon the slit of a spectroscope, the slit lying in the

focus of the objective. This was a very troublesome

operation, and lacked the simplicity of the present

method. Progress was slow until the introduction of

dry plates. The old collodion plates could only be ex

posed a short time because the film dried, aud even

then were less sensitive than the dry plate. In 1882,

shortly after the era of dry plate photography, Dr.

Draper died. Since that period the progress has been

very great. By the use of the great battery of prisms,

a ml the methods of trailing and enlarging that we de

scribed in a recent issue, the spectra have grown from

little rectangles less than an inch in length, with barely

discernible bars, to wide bands eight or nine inches

long, and full of characteristic lines.

In the plate the recent progress of the science is

shown. The scale is a diminished one. Fig. 1 repre

sents the work of the year 1882. Five stars have their

spectra in the little spot, the telescope having been

directed upon them in s lccession with five minute ex

posures. Fig. 2 shows a modern spectrum of a bright

star, with an adjacent one of a fifth magnitude star,

as taken with the eight inch Voightlander objective.

Fig. 3 is the spectrum of a Lyrse taken with the eleven

inch objective and fifty-nine minutes' exposure through

two prisms. Fig. 4, the spectrum of /3 Geminorum, was

taken with fifty minutes' exposure through the same

instrument, and with four prisms. Fig. 5 shows the

enlargements of the same spectra between the points

marked m and n. This is only a little over one-half the

spectrum. Below it Fig. 6 shows an enlargement of

the spectrum of the same star from a less perfect pho

tograph.

In the other plates the different phases of the work

as described in the first article of this series are given.

The horizontal streaks disposed of by the cylindrical

lens, and the inclination of the lines of the spectra, can

here be seen. Examples of the finished work are also

given. By cutting: out from the magnified spectra a

band at a proper angle, the lines are brought into a

perpendicular position.

These two articles can give but an imperfect idea of

the work of the Henry Draper

Memorial. By the liberality

of Mrs. Draper, every clerical

assistance is furnished that

can forward the work. A

large force of computers is

at work reducing the obser

vations, and the near future

will witness the promulgation

of a most important body of

scientific data. We cannot close without expressing our

thanks to Professor E. C. Pickering and Mr. W. P.

Gerrish. To the monographs of the first named gentle

man and to the personal attentions and explanations

of the latter, and to the use of plates and prints fur

nished by the observatory, we are indebted for whatever

of value we have succeeded in presenting our readers.

closing by stating that unless sickness or death should

intervene, the writer or one of his friends would be on

hand and carry off the prize. The fact that but two

stenographers presented themselves as candidates for

gold and laurels—viz., Mr. Fred. Irland, of Detroit,

 

 

 

tion, and reading but 1,200 words in the five minutes,

it not being known how near Mr. Dement came to

writing the 1,200 words, whether he did it or not.

One of the elements upon which Mr. Little relied was

the extreme difficulty of readingor speaking 1,260 words

correctly in five minutes. On the whole, Mr. Little was

proved to have a fairer idea of what could be done in

writing shorthand than he was given credit for, while

Mr. Dement proved himself to be entitled to be rated

among the firef-class stenographers of the country, of

whom the statement has been made, and not gainsaid,

that there are not more than forty in the United States.

Boston Herald.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE 07 STAR SPECTRA AS DEVE

LOPED AFTER EXPOSURE IK TELESCOPE.

and Mr. Isaac L Dement, of Chicago—would seem to

indicate that the past year has been an unhealthy one

among fast stenographers. Of Messrs. Irland and De

ment only the latter made the trial, the result showing

that Mr. Little knew what he was talking about. Mr.

 

STAR SPECTRA SHOWING INCLINATION OF BARS.

Irland read to Mr. Dement from a printed copy of notes

of testimony supplied by Mr. Little ; a committee, con

sisting of Mr. Bishop and Mr. Thornton, members of

the association, and Mr. Easton, a stenographer prac

ticing in Washington, making the selections of matter.

 

1

Fast Stenographic Writing.

It is believed that stenographers in this section, as

well as those having occasion to em

ploy them, will be interested in the

result of a test as to the possible speed

of stenography, which took place at

the convention of the New York State

Stenographers' Association, at Alexan

dria Bay, N. Y., August 16 and 17, at

which the writer was present. The

test was in consequence of an offer of

a $50 gold medal to any stenographer

who should write 250 words a minute

for five consecutive minutes, from

reading of new matter, and should

read it back correctly. The offer was

made by Mr. A. P. Little, of Roches

ter, a member of the N. Y. S. S. A.,

and was made by reason of statements

which have appeared from time to

time regarding phenomenal rates of

speed attained by Western steno

graphers.

Mr. Little's challenge was a very

sweeping one, and the prize offered,

together with the renown to be gained

by the person who should carry it off,

was calculated to attract to the contest

each stenographer who believed that

he could perform the feat. In fact,

during the year that the offer has

been before the stenographic public, Mr. Little has

received letters, for the most part from Western

stenographers, deriding him, in a measure, for his

disbelief in the possibility of performing the feat,

aud, by implication at least, claiming superiority for

the Western reporters over those of the East, generally

STAR SPECTRUM SHOWING HORIZONTAL STREAKS.

Mr. Dement tried three times to accomplish his object,

but failed, although the results indicated that he was

a first-class stenographer, and that possibly he might

have met with better success in a trial less calculated

to upset his nerves, if, indeed, he has any, than before

an assembly composed of 40 or 50 competent stenogra

phers, three of whom held watches in their hands as a

committee, the majority of the remainder keeping time

and watching the lightning-like movements of his

pencil for their own satisfaction. On one trial Mr.

 

Pine-Needle Baths.

Under the name of "Fichten-Nadel-B&der," the bal

samic and tonic properties of the fir-needles are largely

taken advantage of in Germany, thanks to a new

preparation which enables them to be easily used for

baths. These baths are now being prescribed for chil

dren and adults, and are found to be truly efficacious

in rheumatic complaints, gout, certain skin affections,

etc. This new preparation is in the form of a powder,

which is directly used for the baths by being put into

lukewarm water and allowed to digest in the liquid for

a few minutes, in order that the balsamic virtues of the

needle-leaves may be drawn out. The same product is

likewise used for fumigations in affections of the chest,

etc., or as an antiseptic, for which purpose a little o:

the powder is placed upon a heated iron shovel and

thus carried about the apartment.

The pine-needle power is put up in packets weighing

about 1 lb. (or % kilo.)

A bath for an adult will require to % kilo, of the

powder. For a child's bath, 1 to 4 tablespoonfuls will

be found sufficient.

Not long since, we drew attention to the turpentine

vapor baths used to some extent in Paris. But this

German preparation of pine-needles is simpler, cheaper,

and, we should imagine, quite as effective.

The pine-needle baths are prescribed for invigorating

the system generally. They act upon the skin as a

balsamic stimulant and antiseptic. Thus they may

prove useful as a prophylactic remedy in epidemics of

various kinds, and herein lies one of their greatest

recommendations.

Dr. E. Meusel, of Gotha, has used these pine-needle

baths with satisfactory results in the hospital to which

he is attached. Dr. G. Grueb-

ler, of Leipzig, says that he

found water at 88° O, or

thereabout, soon withdrew

the aromatic principles of the

fir-needles' powder, and that

1 per cent of the latter is

amply sufficient to give the

bath all the deRirable pro

perties. The water has then

a powerful aromatic odor of the pine needle essence.

Dr. Von Schwartz, an able chemist, has examined the

pine-needle powder as used for these baths, and finds

that it yields about 25 per cent of active extractive

matter—a result which corresponds very well with de

terminations by other chemists.

It results from what we have just said that in this

pine-needle powder now manufactured in Germany we

possess a material which enables anyone to procure, at

a moment's notice, the fashionable Fichten-Nadel bath,

which appears likely to come more

into vogue every day. The new pro

duct has placed this luxury at our

disposal at a very moderate cost.

—Monthly Magazine.

STAR SPECTRA

Dement wrote after a reading 1,292 words in five min

utes, an average of 258 2-5 words per minute, but failed

to get all of it, though the committee reported, as the

writer remembers it, that he made but three minor

errors and one flagrant one. The other tests were fail

ures, one by reason of Mr. Irland making a miscalcula-

The machine Screw Trust.

About a year ago, an association of

the manufacturers of machine screws

in this country was organized. The

members of the association were as

follows : The Chicago Screw Co.,

Chicago ; the Detroit Screw Works,

Detroit ; Western Automatic Machine

8crew Co. ; Rochester Machine Screw

Co., Rochester, N. Y. ; Hartford Ma

chine Screw Co., Hartford, Conn. ;

Worcester Machine Screw Co., Wor

cester, Mass. ; McCloud, Crane & Min-

ter, Worcester; Reynolds & Co., New

Haven, Conn. ; Hopedale Machine Co.,

Hopedale, Mass. The purpose of this

organization was to secure uniformity

of action relative to price lists and dis

counts. The Industrial World says

the members have had ample time and

opportunity to judge of the practica

bility of the association, and are so

well satisfied with it that at their

recent meeting held in Rochester, N. Y., they passed

resolutions readoptiug their present price lists and

discounts for another year, and re-electing the

officers of the association. The officers are : Geo. A

Fairchild, Chicago, president; Chas. E. Roberts,

Chicago, secretary and treasurer.
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Tbe Soutb Pole.

Sir Graham Berry, the Agent-General for Victoria,

has presented to her Majesty's ministers a request that

they would be pleased to aid in an Antarctic expedi

tion. This request proceeds from Victoria, Queensland,

New South Wales, South and West Australia, Tas

mania, and New Zealand, which have all agreed to sup

port the enterprise, which will probably employ some

sixty to seventy thousand pounds. The English

government is asked to contribute the most moderate

sum of five thousand pounds—not indeed that the

money is wanted so much as the recognition of the

parent country is to the undertaking of her loyal chil

dren. The Australians would not experience the least

difficulty in financing an undertaking tenfold the mag

nitude of the present proposed one. Therefore their

act in coining to the parent country should be looked

upon as an act of filial duty gracefully rendered, and

we hope, for the credit of the empire, that it will meet

with a not less graceful recognition. The British

Association had this matter down in its agenda, but

was detained from bringing the object forward from

want of time and other circumstances—a matter that

is to be regretted, inasmuch as the subject would have

been well and carefully handled, and would have gone

forth to the cultured reader with the stamp of genuine

ness upon it, thereby enforcing its claims upon the

country as well as upon the government. Sir Allen

Young will be asked to undertake the command of the

" British Australian Antarctic Expedition," should the

reply of the government be a favorable one, which

doubtless it will be.

A better man, perhaps, it would be difficult to get

than Sir Allen, whose knowledge of thick-ribbed ice is

well known. Deputy Inspector-General R. M'Cormick,

R N., F.RC.S., published some three years ago a very

interesting work entitled "Voyages of Discovery in

the Arctic and Antarctic Seas," being a personal nar

rative of attempts to reach the North and South Poles.

Dr. M'Cormick was chief medical officer, naturalist,

and geologist to the expedition the adventures of

which he relates so graphically ; and the narrative is

by far the best reading we know upon that most inter

esting subject, the Antarctic regions. Wilkes, the

American, took things too much for granted for his

account to be relied upon of what he thought he dis

covered in the Antarctic circle. Apart from the enter

prise, there is a prosaic side to the question, and one

that may yield sterling results, for the narrator, who

landed with Sir James Ross upon one of the islands,

says : " The margin or ice foot upon which we at last

effected a landing took us upon a nearly level surface,

a guano bed in fact, formed by a colony of penguins

for ages past. It had attained such a depth as to give

an elastic sensation under the feet resembling a dried-

up peat bog. It would afford valuable cargoes of

guano for whole fleets of ships for years to come."

And again he says, "As we coasted along the ' Barrier '

(a wall of ice with a sheer descent of some 200 feet), we

fell in with many whales, both tinners (the right

whale) and spermaceti ... A very successful whale

fishery might be carried on here. The whales are of

the very largest size, especially the spermaceti, per

haps the most valuable of all." This was written be

fore the days of steam whalers ; and the difficulties

that the Erebus and Terror had to encounter, under

the command of Sir James Ross and Captain Crozier,

would in a great measure have vanished. Then, with

regard to the scientific side of the undertaking, our

magnetic, meteorological, geological, and, though last

but not least, our geographical knowledge must each

and all become most valuable additions. A farther

insight into the mysteries of that most mysterious

active volcano. Mount Erebus, over 12,000 feet in

height, lis no mean factor in the matter. So is Mount

Terror, in its mighty mantle of eternal snow. To

achieve all this, and to add another page to our long

list of daring and useful deeds with which the reign of

Victoria abounds, should be incentive enough for the

parent to go hand in hand with her lusty offspring in

the "British Australian Antarctic Expedition."

tu or Rope*.

The American Architect translates from the Bau-

technische Zeitung the following practical suggestions

in regard to the use of ropes which may be worth re

membering. With hemp ropes the character and pro

bable strength may be judged in some degree from the

appearance. A good hemp rope is hard, but pliant,

yellowish or greenish gray in color, with a certain sil

very or pearly luster. A dark or blackish color indi

cates that the hemp has suffered from fermentation

in the process of curing, and brown spots Bhow that

the rope was spun while fibers were damp, and is con

sequently weak and soft in those places. Sometimes

a rope is made with inferior hemp on the inside, covered

with yarns of good material, but this fraud can be de

tected by dissecting a portion of the rope, or, in prac

ticed hands, by its behavior in use. Other inferior ropes

are made with short fibers, or with strands of unequal

strength, or unevenly spun. In the first case the rope

appeats woolly, from the number of ends of fibers

projecting, and in the latter the irregularity of manu

facture can be seen by inspection. Occasionally, a

hemp rope is spun with a core or central strand, such

as is used in the interior of many wire ropes. This

somewhat increases the strength, but the core, shut

in by the outside strands, is liable to rot and infect

the rest, and any rope with a musty, mouldy smell

should be rejected. The best hemp comes from Russia,

Switzerland, Alsace, and Northern Italy, and it is

said that the strongest fibers are obtained from plants

grown at the foot of high mountains. Ropes to be

used on board ship, or where they are liable to be

often wet, are usually soaked in tar to preserve them,

but the tarring diminishes the strength by about one-

third, and increases the friction of the rope. The in

jurious action of tar upon the hemp fibers seems not

to be clearly explained, but it is said to be lessened by

subjecting the tar, before applying it to the rope, to

repeated melting and washing with water. The effect

on a rope of soaking with water is, however, worse

than that of saturating with tar. According to ac

curate experiments, the tensile strength of a wet rope

is only about one-third that of the same rope in a

dry condition, and a rope treated with grease or soap

is weaker still, apparently through the influence of

the lubricant in facilitating the slipping of the fibers.

It should never be forgotten that hemp cords con

tract strongly on being wet, a dry rope twenty-five

feet long shortening to twenty-four feet or less when

dipped in water or exposed to heavy rain.

Restoring Old Furniture.

A correspondent in the London Mechanic, who has

evidently had experience in a cabinet making shop,

recommends sawdust or raspings of hard and soft wood

for filling the cracks and worm holes in old furniture.

I learned their value, he says, in my young days from

the Oriental carpenters. You should sift them through

wire gauze. Put each separately in a box with a label,

and you are always ready for a sudden job. I have an

other box for bits of every kind of wood. For a crack,

a worm-eaten hole, or a deep flaw, prepare the proper

dust, by the admixture of brickdust in flour (also kept

ready), or whiting, or ocher, or any required tint.

Then take well-cooked glue, and on a house plate stir

it in slowly while hot, with sufficient powder for your

work. Dab the hole or crack with your glue brush,

then with a putty knife stir about the mixture on the

plate, taking care you have the right color. When

sure on this point, take some of the cement on the end

of the knife and insert it in the desired place. Then

use as much pressure as you possibly can with the

blade, and keep smoothing at it. Sprinkle a little of

the dry powder on the spot. When thoroughly dry,

sandpaper the surface with an old used piece, so as not

to abrade the joint. You can then varnish the mending.

Where weevil and wood worms have devoured the

furniture, cautiously cut out the part till a sound place

be reached. Poison the wood with a solution of sul

phate of copper injected into the hollow. Let it dry.

Cut an angular piece of same wood from your board,

and with a sharp chisel make a suitable aperture for its

reception. Fix it with glue. When thoroughly dry,

work with carving tools or rasp and glass, scraping till

the new bit of work exactly matches the old.

The Train Dispatcher.

How few there are who, when riding along in comfort

and safety upon one of our railroad lines, ever think of

the officer who is watching the progress of their train,

directing its movements from station to station, and

side-tracking the numerous other trains upon the road,

in order to present a clear track to the one in which

they are riding ; and yet the lives of all the passengers

are really intrusted to his vigilance and care. A mo

ment's neglect or thoughtlessness, a moment's doze in

his chair, a single glass of liquor to befuddle his brain,

and sudden death in its most hideous form may be the

lot of those whom it was his duty to watch and protect.

There seems to be hardly any other position among all

the numerous avocations of a civilized life calling for as

great a degree of unrelaxing watchfulness and involv

ing so fearful a responsibility.

Who is there who cannot safely allow his thoughts

to wander for a few minutes during the day, and so ob-

taiu some little relief from the pressure of business

cares ? Hardly one except the train dispatcher. For

him there must be no relaxation of the mind while he

remains on duty. Not a minute of day dreaming ; not

an instant of forpet fulness. So constant a strain, so

great a responsibility cannot fail to wear upon a man's

life and vigor and make him old before his time.

When we consider the nature of his duties, it must

be a matter of surprise that so few accidents occur

which can justly be charged upon the train dispatcher.

A thousand times a day does he give orders for the

safety of the trains under his direction, and scarcely

once in a generation does the wearied brain for an in

stant relax its watchfulness. These men, in whose hands

our lives have been placed time and again, and who

have safely carried us through all the dangers which

environed us, are certainly entitled to at least the de

gree of thankfulness that is implied by an occasional

remembrance of their existence.—Railway Review.

Power in the Future.

Let any one consider what the steam engine was

forty years ago, and then examine the very latest im

proved compound engine of to-day, with all its appli

ances for economy and efficient service, and then let

him try to estimate what the electric motor of thirty

years hence will be. The compound engine, with its

wonderful performance, has come as a result of long

practice, large experience, profound study, and the

application of a wide acquaintance with principles.

Why should not the electric motor gain as much from

the same sources? And, if it shall so gain, is it un

reasonable to suppose that electricity may crowd out

steam, in a good many cases, as a source of power ? If

large power can be stored in the form of electricity, so

that it may be transported on a street car, why may it

not be generated at one point, and then be shipped to

another, like any ordinary commodity, to be used as it

is wanted ? Why, for example, should not the water po

wer of Niagara be employed to generate power, which

shall then be stored, transported, and sold to operate

mills in Philadelphia ? There is a regular market now

for coal. Why should there not then be a regular market

for stored power ? Why should not a mill owner then

go out and buy his power, for the season, just as lie

bays his cotton, his wool, or his dye stuffs ? If power

can be baled up like cotton or barreled up like sugar,

then we shall have power dealers, power brokers, and,

may be, a power exchange—in fact, all the details of a

new and important industry. Is this a fantastic sup

position ? Not half so fantastic as the notion of trav

eling from Boston to Philadelphia in a single night

was to our grandfathers. It is rather a clearly indi

cated possibility, the promise of which is contained in

the street car which is now moving about under an im

pulse derived from a steam engine that stopped before

the car started.—Textile Record.

military Dogs.

The canine service which had been introduced by

way of experiment in the maneuvers of the Ninth

French Army Corps proves to have exceeded the most

sanguine expectations entertained of its utility. Dur

ing the separate operations of the 32d Line Regiment,

the animals were placed under the control of Lieut.

Jupin, with a party of four privates, and after three

days' training they were fit for service. Upon vedette

duty, and in company with single sentries, it was

found that the keen scent and watchfulness of the

"dachhunds" and poodles, which had been selected

haphazard for the trial, enabled them to give notice

by growl or importunity to their human companions

of any movement or the approach of strangers within

three hundred yards of their posts at night time.

Sentinels were reassured by the society of the dog, and

the pickets could repose in all confidence after the

fatigues of the day. The communications between the

main guard, or headquarters, and the posts were in

the meanwhile efficiently maintained, and not a single

dispatch or report intrusted to the animals for con

veyance in the leathern wallet at their necks was either

miscarried or delayed in transmission. The carriage

of papers, especially, was performed with more celerity

and greater dispatch than by horsemen, and one

quality of the four-footed orderlies, not unimportant

in its way, was the instinct that naturally guided them

in the search and discovery of potable water when the

troops, as it frequently occurred, were athirst, and

needed the refreshment.

Diminution of Water Supply.

Reports from Indianapolis, Ind., are to the effect that

fully ninety per cent of the "dug wells" in the city are

becoming exhausted, and many which have been fur

nishing a supply for twenty years have had to be deep

ened. There are two strata of water-bearing soil under

the city, separated by a layer of impervious clay, and

within the past ten years the surface of the upper

stratum, from which nearly all the wells are supplied,

has gradually gone down, until now it is at least five

feet lower than a decade ago. In time it will become

exhausted and the supply will have to be drawn from

the lower stratum, which is practically inexhaustible.

According to a statement in Fire and Water, the

benevolent institutions and the larger factories are

already drawing from this supply, and the water is

purer than that which is obtained from the upper level.

This diminution of the water supply is attributed to

the clearing away of the forests and the tilling of land,

these two causes increasing the evaporation and carry

ing away the rainfall quickly to the streams, instead of

allowing it to gather in underground reservoirs and

watercourses.

Near Nashua, N. H., recently a muskrat, in dig

ging a hole in the bank of the canal, caused a leak

and, eventually, a disastrous flood. The water swept

through the woods, carrying trees and everything else

movable with it into the Nashua River. The mills at

once shut down, and 3.0P0 persons will be kept out of

employment for an indefinite time. Fire and Water

is our authority for saying that it will take three weeks

to repair the damages caused by that one muskrat.
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THE NEW CHINESE NAVAL SQUADBON.

A squadron of five new vessels of war constructed by

British and German shipbuilders for the Chinese navy,

and commanded by Admiral Lang, an officer of the

royal navy holding the rank of captain in her Majes

ty's service, recently

left Spit head for China.

It consists of two swift

"protected cruisers,"

the Chili Yuan and the

Ching Yuan, built at

Elswick, Newcastle-on-

Tyne, from designs by

Mr. W. H. White, of the

firm of Sir William Arm

strong, Mitchell & Co.;

two armored cruisers,

the King Yuan and the

Lai Yuan, built at Stet

tin, on the Baltic, by

the Vulcan Shipbuild

ing Company ; and one

torpedo boat, built by

Messrs. Yarrow & Sons,

of Poplar, under a con

tract with Messrs. John

Birch & Co., of Liver

pool.

The Chih Yuan and

the Ching Yuan have

been constructed under

the superintendence of

Lin Tajen, the present

Chinese minister. Their

displacement is 2.300

tons, the length is 268

feet, breadth 38 feet,

and depth from the

main deck to the keel moulded 21 feet. The draught I

forward is 14 feet, and aft 16 feet. Each vessel has

two pairs of triple expansion engines, constructed by

the firm of Messrs. Humphrys, Tennant & Co. Both

the engine and boiler rooms are divided into water

tight compartments by transverse and longitudinal |

speed of 18-536 knots. The material of each vessel is

steel. There are two decks, the lower one being of the

turtle back form, consisting of 4 in. steel plates rising

in the middle above the water line, and inclined at the

sides so as to dip some feet below it. The engines,
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magazines, rudder head, steering gear, and all the im

portant parts of the vessel are protected by this deck.

The openings in the deck are encircled by cofferdams,

protected by steel plates, inclined so as to deflect the

shot. The bows are formed and strengthened for ram

ming purposes. On the turtle deck, running parallel

bunker accommodation is 450 tons. Both ships have

double bottoms.

The armament consists of three 21 centimeter Krupp

guns, two 6 inch Armstrongs, eight 6 pounder rapid

firing Hotchkiss guns, and six Gatlings. Of the

Krupps, two, which are

placed in the bows, are

mounted on Vavasseur

carriages, on revolving

platforms, protected by

splinter proof shields,

and one, which is in the

stern, is also placed on

a Vavasseur carriage re

volving on a center piv

ot. In both cases the

guns are moved by

means of hydraulic ma

chinery. The Arm

strongs likewise move

on center pivot Vavas

seur carriages, and are

placed on sponsons at

the side of the vessel,

so as to allow of the

training of the guns

over a very large arc,

about 160°. These like

wise are protected by

2 inch steel plate splint

er proof shields. The

torpedo armament con

sists of four above-water

torpedo guns, one, fixed

in the bow, firing right

ahead, one right astern,

and two training guns

are fixed in each broad

side forward. There are two electric search lights

for each vessel, of a nominal power of 25,000 can

dles. Each has a conning tower of 3 in. steel plates,

from which the working of the ships, guns, and torpe

does can be directed. An importaut addition is an

armor plated tower, for the protection of the signal-

  

THE YARROW TORPEDO BOAT. THE KING YUAN.

bulkheads, and the machinery is so arranged that

either boiler can work on either engine or on both, and

the change can be carried out while the vessel is in mo

tion. On the four trial trips, two with and two against

the tide, with all their weights, armament, and

Chinese crews on board, they attained an average

to the sides of the vessel, is a partition, inclosing a

space between itself and the side. This space is sub

divided into a great number of water tight compart

ments for the reception of coal or patent fuel. An ad

ditional protection of a layer of coal, about 8 ft. in

thickness all round, is thus given to the vessels. The

man, which was suggested by Admiral Lang. The

guns are provided with converging fire apparatus, so

that they can be fired singly or simultaneously.

The torpedo boat, built by Messrs. Yarrow, is said to

be the fastest of its size that has ever been launched.

It has reached the great speed of about twenty-eight
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wiles an hour. It is armed with two fixed 14 in. tor

pedo guns in the bows and one 14 in. training gun on

deck abaft the funnel. It is also supplied with a pow

erful armament of Hotchkiss and Gatling guns and a

strong electric search light.

The two vessels built in Germany are of the class of

armored cruisers. Their speed is under sixteen knots.

They are armed with two 21 centimeter Krupp guns

and two small guns.—Illustrated London News.

Atlantic Steam Navigation.

The following is an abstract from a paper lately read

at the American Exhibition, London, " On Atlantic

Steam Navigation," by Mr. B. Martell, chief surveyor

of Lloyd's Register of Shipping. •

As regards cylinders, in the earlier days of the

Cunard service, when steam was not employed at a

higher pressure than two atmospheres, cylinders were

cast at five to six tons tensile, with this consequence—

that Sandy Hook was made in from 14 to 16 days.

Later on, say in the Scotia period of the Cunard ser

vice, there was still no greater cylinder strength than

five to six tons tensile, nor any use of steam beyond two

atmospheres. But by economies in the use of steam,

Sandy Hook was made in from 12 to 14 days. Then,

all of a sudden, we come upon the period of Atlantic

Eacers, the cylinders of the Uuibria and Etruria, and

other ships, being cast from the foundry cupola up to

fifteen tons tensile, and steam used up to nearly six at

mospheres, on the average of the cylinders of triple

expansion, with Sandy Hook made in say six days.

Then there is a Glasgow secret process, which has been

in operation for twenty-five years, which recently cast

the torpedoes for harbor defense, which has cast pro

pellers for the Dundee whalers for fourteen years, and

which has been largely intrusted with the castings for

British lighthouses. That system makes castings, of

all sections, from the foundry cupola up to twenty-

eight tons tensile. Query : What would be the Sandy

Hook time with twenty-eight tons tensile cylinders ?

It was not until the paddie steamers Sirius and Great

Western had crossed the Atlantic, the former in 15

days and the latter in 17 days, that the marine engi

neer had a chance. Since 1838, steady progress has

been made in the steam propulsion of vessels, and now,

instead of 15 to 17 . days to perform the voyage, it

is accomplished In little more than 6 days. Need I

add that it is confidently hoped that within a very

short period even the 6 days will be diminished 1 Tak

ing something like the chronological order of develop

ment, in 1840 the Britannia, belonging to the Cunard

company, made her first voyage at a speed of about

8}4 knots. Other paddle steamers of the same class

were built by the Cunard company, their length being

little more than 200 feet, and their tonnage about 1,100

tons.

Then came the Inman line, the first steamer of

which, the City of Glasgow, with a tonnage of 1,600,

was fitted with the first screw propeller which crossed

the Atlantic. That was as recently as 1850. In 1874 the

White Star line gave the greatest impetus to trans

atlantic navigation, Messrs. Harland & Wolff launch

ing the Britannic and the Germanic. These vessels

were far in advance of all their predecessors, and were

of the following dimensions :

Length, 455 ft.; breadth, 45 ft. 2 in.; depth, 33 ft. 7

in. ; tonnage, gross, 5,004 ; and 760 H. P.

The average time occupied by these vessels was a

little over 8 days, and it was not until the construction

of the Arizona, five years later, that the time was sensi

bly diminished. Since then a strong feeling of compe

tition has prevailed among the companies, resulting,

as a commencement, in the construction of the sister

ships the Umbria and Etruria by Messrs. John Elder

& Co. The length of each of those ships is 501 ft. 6 in. ;

breadth, 57 ft. 2 in.; depth, 38 ft. 2 in.; tonnage, gross,

7,718. The greatest speed attained by either of those

vessels is somewhat in excess of 17 knots, or 20 miles an

hour, which is the ordinary speed of trains upon our

railways. This is a time of little more than 6 days,

against the early times of 15 and 17 days.

Notwithstanding this great progress, British progress

still asserts itself. At the present time there are in

course of construction for the Atlantic trade, steamers

approximating to the enormous size of 9,000 tons. The

I. H. P. of these newer steamers will be corresponding

ly increased, so that it is not too much to anticipate

that the voyage will be accomplished in less than six

days. The principal requirements for steamers to be

engaged in the Atlantic service appear to be : (1) great

strength, (2) speed, (3) safety by transverse and longi

tudinal bulkheads, and (4) comfort. For strength, the

naval architect can now provide against all possible

strains, even in the worst- weather of the Atlantic.

For speed, this can now be pretty nearly calculated,

particularly where economy of space and consumption

of fuel are of minor importance. The new steamers in

course of construction will be fitted with triple expan

sion engines, aud will be run with much fuel economy.

For safety, there is the provision of watertight bulk

heads in such number that the filling of one—or even

two—will not destroy flotation. The practical diffi

culty hitherto has been the large space required for the

engines and boilers, but by transverse bulkheads with

the engines and boiler rooms placed longitudinally the

difficulty is overcome. Facility is also afforded by the

adoption of twin screws. As regards the comfort pro

vided on board the recently constructed Atlantic

steamers, it is lavish. At the same time, it is deserving

of consideration whether the time has not come when

separate cabins should be provided. This would add

immeasurably to the comfort of a numerous class who

dislike sleeping in the same room with strangers. This,

doubtless, will be done eventually, and why not on

board such enormous steamers as are now being con

structed ?

Finally, when we consider the advantages which may

arise from forced draught and the general adoption of

triple steam expansion, it is not giving expression to

an over-sanguine feeling when it is asserted that

steamers may yet be constructed for the Atlantic trade

which will be much faster than those at present in ex

istence. The passenger trade to America is of a magni

tude which is a sufficient inducement to the designer

to gain this end, as it may be stated that during 1885

no fewer than 15,160 saloon passengers and 281,270

steerage passengers were landed at New York. More

over, this great trade is on the increase, and, naturally,

with new expectations of speed and personal privacy

as the highest form of personal comfort.

The Effect* of Gas upon Books.

The communication of Mr. C. J. Woodward to the

Association of Librarians, upon the effect of gas on the

bindings of books, is an important contribution to

ward the settlement of a question that has for a long

time vaguely vexed the minds of gas engineers and

others. Gas has often been accused of rotting the

bindings of books exposed to its heat and fumes on

the upper shelves of libraries ; but the impeachment

has as often been repelled. As Mr. Woodward states,

direct experimental evidence upon the point has not

been obtained, although the pages of the Journal con

tain many observations on the subject. Now, how

ever, thanks to Mr. Woodward's appointment upon

the Birmingham Library Committee, we have some

thing like definite information, though it is admitted

that a good deal remains to be done to complete the

investigation. So far as Mr. Woodward's experiments

have extended, they appear to be trustworthy enough.

They show that brown calf leather when exposed for

1,000 hours in a close chamber filled with the fumes

of burning gas, and kept by these at a temperature

varying from 130" to 162° Fah., is seriously deterio

rated ; its power of stretching being reduced by one-

half, and its breaking strength in about the same

proportion. It is also shown that heat alone is not

the cause of these effects ; for the same kind of leather

when heated over steam pipes to an average tempera

ture of 196° Fah., for 1,000 hours only, suffered a dimin

ution of stretching power from 13 to 9 per cent, while

its breaking strength was reduced in the ratio of 36 to 23.

Even when kept at an average temperature of 142° Fah.,

or about the same heat as the atmosphere of the close

gas chamber, leather does not, according to Mr. Wood

ward, sustain any appreciable injury so long as the air

is tolerably pure. All this is very strong against the

use of open gas flames in close apartments containing

books bound in calf leather. It is almost too strong.

Nor does Mr. Woodward leave it in doubt as to the

cause of the deterioration of the leather under the in

fluence of the products of combustion of coal gas. It is

nothing more or less than our old enemy sulphuric

acid, round the hypothetical presence of which in the

atmosphere of gas-lit rooms so much controversy has

raged. Now, it is with no desire to find fault with

Mr. Woodward's method of experiment that we take

the opportunity for pointing out that he has left a

distinct opening for objection with regard to this

matter of free sulphuric acid. It may be urged, with

much force, that he made sulphuric acid in his fume

chamber when it could not be made under the ordi

nary conditions of a library lighted by gas, even if

badly ventilated. In the confined atmosphere of his

fume chamber, kept as it was at a temperature that

must be regarded as extreme for the upper region even

of a gas-lit apartment, did he not obtain the necessary

conditions for the oxidation of sulphurous into sul

phuric acid—heat and moisture—in a degree that would

be unattainable in an ordinary apartment? It is only

fair to Mr. Woodward to point out that this objection

has been raised upon previous occasions, and has never

been clearly removed. We are, therefore, prepared to

admit that Mr. Woodward has proved his case, so far

as his conditions can be accepted as generally appli

cable ; but this latter qualification practically reserves

the whole question in its actual bearing. Hence,

while agreeing that gas in libraries should for choice

be burnt in some one or other of the new order of

ventilating lamps, of the existence of which the asso

ciated librarians seem to require to be reminded, we

refuse to accept Mr. Woodward's unventilated gas

stove as faithfully representing the conditions of a

library lighted by means of exposed gas flames.—Jour,

of (Jus Lighting.

The Telegraph Situation.

The absorption of the system of telegraph which had

been erected under the auspices and control of the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company by the Western

Union Company closes another of the attempts which

have been made from time to time to maintain a suc

cessful and permanent opposition to the latter organi

zation. In no country of the civilized world has tele

graphy made greater strides in point of scientific and

mechanical perfection than in the United States, and

in none does its use enter more intimately into the

fabric of the business and social life of the people. At

the same time, the history of telegraphy in the United

States for years past has been that of this gigantic cor

poration and of the steps by which it has absorbed its

competitors.

The most striking feature in connection with the

formation of the Western Union Company is the im

mense addition to its capitalization which has followed

each successive consolidation, resulting before this last

event in its having a share capital of $80,000,000, a

bonded debt of over $7,000,000, and outstanding guar

antees upon the stock and bonds of other cable and

telegraph companies amounting to say $25,000,000, or

in all a capitalization of some $115,000,000. Apart from

the notorious fact of the extent to wbich-what is known

as water entered into these additions to its capital, it

may well be doubted whether the company's existing

plant represents anything like such a valuation. Form

ing, as it does, according to the last report, a system of

156,000 miles of poles, with 525,000 miles of wires, 15,000

offices, transmitting over 47,000,000 messages in a year,

and having gross receipts of $17,000,000, it constitutes a

concern of the greatest magnitude; and reaching, as it

does, almost every railroad station or hamlet in the

country, as well as all the important centers of popula

tion, its influence is more widespread than any other

corporation in the country.

The Baltimore & Ohio telegraph system was an out

growth of that aggressive spirit which characterized

the management of the railroad company under the

Garretts—father and son—and which, carried to ex

tremes, lias resulted in the present situation of that

property. Declining as a settled principle to turn over

the telegraph lines of the road to the Western Union

Company, and entertaining, it would seem, a personal

antagonism to the individual most prominent in the

management of the latter, the idea of forming an ex

tensive system of telegraph in opposition to it seems to

have been a cherished idea of the elder Garrett which

his son and successor carried into effect. The telegraph

lines owned by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, extend

ing from Baltimore to Chicago, furnished the nucleus,

and the building of new lines to important cities re

sulted by 1885 in the formation of a system which was

able to inaugurate an effective competition with the

Western Union in telegraphy between nearly all the

important Northern centers of population.

At the present time, the Baltimore & Ohio wires ex

tend from Portland, Me., in the North to South Caro

lina, and reach their extreme limit in St. Paul in the

Northwest and Texas points in the Southwest. Ap

proximately, it owns or controls about 7,500 miles of

lines, including some 55,000 miles of wires and about

1,100 offices. Exact reports of the telegraph organiza

tion's operations have never been published, and while

the indebtedness of the telegraph to the railroad com

pany is stated at about $3,875,000, reports indicate that

the entire advances made by the railroad amount to

perhaps $7,000,000, though this is possibly exaggerated.

Similarly little is known of the results of its operations.

The statement has been made that even at the low

competitive rates it was self-sustaining, but this is open

to some question, and there is little doubt that the

continued necessity of extension and the consequent

further advances it involved formed a serious element

among the burdens under which the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad property labored.

The policy of the Western Union Company through

out the contest has been shaped with a view to such

an outcome. The competition of the Baltimore & Ohio,

as well as that of the Postal Telegraph and other minor

competitors, was met at all points, although the lower

ing of rates on business between the largest cities of

the country, in conjunction with the cable rate war

which has also been in progress for some time past,

has seriously affected the Western Union's revenues,

resulting in the abandonment of dividends upon its

stock for nearly a year. To some extent, therefore,

this policy may have been effectual in adding to the

embarrassments of the Baltimore & Ohio. And so well

was its object understood that, from the time it became

known that Mr. Garrett was ready to dispose of the

control of the railroad property, little doubt existed in

any quarter as to the ultimate disposition of the tele

graph. The bargain between the Western Union and

the syndicate is not unduly onerous for the former,

and the agreed price, namely, $5,000,000 of its stock in

return for the railroad company's control of the Balti

more & Ohio Telegraph organization, though a tangi

ble increase of the Western Union's share capital, is no

such addition of water as has been witnessed in former

consolidations,—Bradstreet's.
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A. iurnace front for boilers has been

patented by Mr. James C. Shulcr, of St. Joseph, Mich.

The invention consists of a hollow furnace front sup

porting the front end of the boiler, and connected with

its interior by pipes or other suitable means, to prevent

waste of heat and serve as a feed water heater.

A car coupling has been patented by

Mr. William H. Tibblts, of Crab Orchard, Neb. One

end of the coupling link is made thicker than the other,

in step shape, with a lateral as well as vertical opening,

and in the rear of the main coupling devices are other

coupling devices which may be bronght into play on a

fractnre or other mutilation of the main coupling

devices.

A method of blasting earth has been

patented by Mr. Henry H. Bourne, of Manhattan,

Kansas. This invention covers an improvement on a

former patented invention of the same inventor, the

the hole being first bored and a small cartridge exploded

therein, when a tube is inserted with a waterproof

pouch, which can be filled with a larger amount of ex

plosive in the pocket before formed to make the blast

ing more effective.

AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONS.

A planter has been patented by Mr.

Theodore W. Hill, of Smithlnnd, La. Combined with

the seed drum or receptacle is a carved cnt-off connected

to a shaft upon the carrying frame, to prevent the ac

cumulation of the seed at the depositing chutes, with

other novel features, the device being especially adapted

for depositing in the ground cotton seed, corn and pease.

A transplanter for tobacco and other

plants has been patented by Mr. Daniel Clow, of Janes-

ville, Wis. It consists of a wheel with radial pockets

to receive the plants, with clamp devices to hold them

while moving down to the ground, and other novel

features, whereby the plant is placed, earth packed

around it, and a quantity of water delivered upon it, in

a single operation.

A hay cocking machine has been pa

tented by Messrs. Thomas and Henry Hale and Sylven-

0118 D. Harvey, of Wales, N. Y. It is a simple and

comparatively inexpensive machine, to be operated by a

single attendant driving the horses, for quickly gather

ing and cocking hay or other fodder and discharging It

on the ground in compact piles for protection against

storms,

A combined plow, harrow, and culti

vator has been patented by Mr. Franklin P. Sanborn,

of Standish, Me. The Invention covers novel features

of construction and the combination of parte, whereby

with one machine, and the attachments forming parts

of it, the soil may be broken and harrowed, and also

cultivated, at various stages of growth of a large variety

of crops, with thoroughness and economy of time and

labor.

MISCELLANEOUS INVENTIONS.

A textile eyelet for corsets has been pa

tented by Mr. Edward K. Warren, of Three Oaks, Mich

The eyelets are made of tape, doubled or bent to form

eyes for the passage of the lacing cord or string

through them, with novel means for supporting and

securing tbe eyelets to the garment, making a firm

and substantial eyelet.

A barrel stand has been patented by

Mr. Stewart R. Mace, of Moulton, Iowa. This inven

tion provides a swinging or hanging support for barrels,

with means for retaining barrels or kegs in position,

ind for elevating aud handling them, whereby liquids

may be drawn from them with dispatch and con

venience.

A horseshoe has been patented by Mr.

Samuel B. Jerome, of New York City. It has several

calks struck out of the web of the shoe within the area

of its width, forming corresponding pockets in the upper

surface of the shoe to receive ointment for medicating

the hoof, and also making a shoe which is light and

cheap.

A paper ruler has been patented by

Mr. George M. Rees, of Brooklyn, N. Y. It consists of

two ruling bars running parallel and secured together

at their ends, to facilitate the ruling of the bottom

edges of pages of a book without turning the book

apside down, and prevent blotting of ink on the page

when ruling.

A motor for pumps has been patented

by Mr. William W. Ward, of Eaton, Ohio. This in

vention covers a simple description of clockwork gear

ing whereby a pump rod is pperated by the falling of a

weight by gravity, thus unwinding the rope ou a drum

to which is attached a prime motor gear wheel, the ma

chine being quite inexpensive to make or set np.

A salve has been patented by Mr.

Philip L. J. Schaefer, of Kansas City, Mo. It is com

posed of ingredients which undergo a chemical process

in compounding to evaporate injurious properties and

make a salve which will not heal a sore until all poison

ous matter has been discharged, and also efficacious as

a plaster, and in all forms of inflammation, burns, etc.

A jug handle has been patented by

Messrs. Charles H. Wooldridge aud James M. Hendron,

of Shipman, III. It consists of a wire frame to attach

to pottery jugs and similar articles, the wire surround

ing the body of the vessel in such mannerjasto give sup

port to a bail or handle, and permit of readily carrying

the jug in a vertical position.

A shoe upper blank has been patented

by Mr. John L. Skinner, of Waxahachie, Texas. It is

for making an entire upper of a " plow " shoe or

similar style of a single piece, having the fly folded

over the instep and secured upon the side of the shoe

by means of a tongue and buckle, the pattern requir

ing bat little stitching.

A soldering iron heater has been pa

tented by Mr. William Mellor, of New York City. It is

an improved farnace, easily adaptable for melting solder

or for heating soldering irons, being free from danger

and simple and convenient, the invention covering

various novel details in the construction, combination,

and arrangement of parts.

A furnace for hothouses, etc., has

been patented by Mr. William A. White, of Staatsburg,

N. Y. It has a fireplace of sufficient capacity to heat

a series of separate compartments for separately or

collectively conveying the heat as required to different

elevations, the compartments having independent

draught flues, but so they can be used with the same

fire.

An inking apparatus for printing ma

chines has been patented by Mr. James J. Hughes, of

New York City. By this invention one or more re

ciprocating transfer rollers are employed, to transfer

continuously the oversupply of ink from the first set

of distributing form rollers to the second or third set,

whereby each set of rollers is made to give off an equal

and uniform supply of Ink to the form.

A seine hauling apparatus has been

patented by Mr. William H. Gordon, of Brambleton,

Va. The seine is connected at one end with a shore

anchor, a cable being also connected with the Beine,

and there being an offshore guide for supporting or

guiding the cable, whereby the seine may be both cast

and hauled from the shore, and its management in

stormy weather is facilitated.

A pedal zither has been patented by

Mr. Ferdinand Wigand, of Brooklyn, N. Y. It has

an additional key board with four or more frets for the

pedal strings, with buttons covered with felt, one but

ton above each pedal Btring near each fret, and attached

to a rod connected with the pedals, whereby a per

former is enabled to produce harmonious sounds in

chords of all characters.

A reel holder for fishing rods has been

patented by Mr. Joseph Brower, of Lexington, Ky. It

consists in a novel seat for the reel, in connection with

certain sliding bands for Becuring and liberating the

reel when required, being more particularly designed

for use on Japanese or bamboo rods, in which there are

knots or protnberances that restrict the sliding of a

circular reel-holding thimble over
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TABLE OF CONTENTS.

L Elegant Plate in Colors of a Residence of mode
rate cost, with floor plans, specifications, sheet

of details, etc.

2. Plato in colors of a Country Store and Flat,
with specifications, floor plans, sheet of de

tails, etc.

3. Design of a one-story Southern Residence, with
floor plan. Cost, Fire Thousand Dollars.

*. Perspective and floor plans for Dwelling for a
narrow lot. Cost, Thirty-five Hundred Dol

lars.

6. Illustration of a two-story and attic Dwelling
erected at Arlington, N. J., with floor plans.
Cost, Two Thousand Eight Hundred Dollars.

6. Drawing In perspective, with floor plans, of a
Double House of moderate cost. A pleasing

design.

T. A Twelve Hundred and Fifty Dollar two-story
attic House. Perspective and floor plans.

8. Perspective drawing, with a floor plan, of a
House at Flushing, N. Y. A comfortable and
substantial dwelling, costing about Eight

Thousand Dollars.

9. View of the new United States Court House

and Post Office at San Antonio, Texas.

10. Handsome design of a new Dry Goods Store

erected at Winona, Minn.

11. Illustrations of small sea-side Cottages at Lion-
Sur-Mer, Department of Calvados, France.

12. Page engraving showing Main Entrance Gate,
Chateau at Bougivol. M. Pasquier, Architect.

1.1. Views of a Church at La Capelle, France.
Charles Garnier, Architect.

M.

H. New Church at Stratton. ia Hampshire, Eng

land.

15. Design of a Sideboard in Walnut.

16. New Exhibition Building of glass and iron, at
Madrid. Half page engraving.

17. Villa St. George's, at Saint Lo. Half page en

graving.

18. A City Residence in Mannheim. Werle & Hart-

mann, Architects.

19. Miscellaneous Contents: Cost of Brick and
Brickwork.—United States Mail Chutes for
Interiors of Buildings, illustrated.—An Im,
proved Saw Filing Machine, illustrated.—Im
proved Device for WorkingWindow Shutters-
illustrated.—Drawingand Engineering Instru
ments.—Testa of Portland Cement.—Painting
Brick and Stone Buildings.—Frosted Glass.—
Action of Frost on Cements.—Oil of Bay for
Files.—Decorative Novelties.—Colored Mortar
for Brickwork.—How to Clean and Polish Top
Leather Screens.—Blinds.—To Transfer Prints
to Wood.—Rules for Gas Fitting.—Bichloride
of Mercury as a Disinfectant.—Chinese Brick-
making.—The Long Leaf Pine.—New Galva
nizing Process.—Earthquake Foundations.
Care in respect to Fire.—Healthy Habitations
and Defective House Construction.—The Ef
fect of Sea Water on Concrete.—Vossor College
Sewerage.—Preservation of Stone.—Improved
Surface Planing Machine, illustrated.—The
"Auburn" Boiler for Steam Heating and the
Woodcock Patent Shaking Grate, with illus
trations.—Ebonizing.—Design in Architecture.

The Scientific American Architects and Builders
Edition Is issued monthly. $2.50 a year. Single
copies, 25 cents. Forty large quarto pages, equal
to about two hundred ordinary book pages; form
ing, practically, a large and splendid Magazine
of Architecture, richly adorned with elegant
plates in colors and with fine engravings, illustrat
ing the most interesting examples of Modern
Architectural Construction and allied subjects.
The Fullness, Richness, Cheapness, and Conve

nlence of this work hnve won for it the Largest
Circulation of any Architectural publication in
the world. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN & CO., Publishers.

361 Broadway, New York.

All Books, A pp.. etc. cheap. School of Electricity, N.Y.

Twenty per cent saving and a large increase of steam

supply. United States Rocking Grate Bar Company,

Chicago.

Talcott's belt hooks. Best made. Providence, R. I.

Perforated metals of all kinds for all purposes. Tbe

Robert Aitchlson Perforated Metal Co., Chicago, 111.

$6,000 foundry for sale. Stock at cost. H. H. Conk-

lin, corner of Date and North Main Streets, Los Angeles,

CmL

No. 11 planer and'matcher. All kinds of woodworking

machinery. C. B. Rogers St Co., Norwich, Conn.

For the latest improved diamond prospecting drills,

address the M. C. Bullock Mfg. Co-, 138 Jackson St..

Chicago, 111.

The Railroad Gazette, handsomely illustrated, pub

lished weekly, at 73 Broadway, New York. Specimen

copies free. Send for catalogue of railroad books.

The Knowles Steam Pump Works, 113 Federal

St., Boston, and 98 Liberty St., New York, have just is

sued a new catalogue, in which are many new and im

proved forms of Pumping Machinery of the single and

duplex, steam and power type. This catalogue will be

mailed free of charge on application.

Link Belting and Wheels. Link Belt M. Co., Chicago.

Presses A Dies. Ferracute Mach. Co., Brldgeton, N. J.

Nickel Plating.—Sole manufacturers cast nickel an

odes, pure nickel salts, polishing compositions, eta $100

"LUtIt Wondsr." A perfect Electro Plating Machine.

Sole manufacturers of the new Dip lacquer Krlstallne.

Complete outfit for plating, etc. Hanson, Van Winkle St

Co., Newark. N. J., and 92 and 94 Liberty St.. New York.

Iron Planer, Lathe, Drill, and other machine tools of

modern design. New Haven Mfg. Co.. New Haven, Conn.

Supplement Catalogue.—Persons In pursuit of Infor

mation of any special engineering, mechanical, or scien

tific subject, can have catalogue of contents of the Sci-

■NTiric American Supplement sent to them free.

The Supplement contains lengthy articles embracing

the whole range of engineering, mechanics, and physical

science. Address Munn St Co.. Publishers. New York.

Curtis Pressure Regulator and Steam Trap. See p. 157.

Iron, Steel, and Copper Drop Forgings of every de

scription. Billings St Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.

Universal & Independent 2 Jaw Chucks for brass work,

both box St round body. Cushman Chuck Co., Hartford.Ct

Steam Hammers, Improved Hydranlic Jacks, and Tube

Expanders. R. Dudgeon, 24 Columbia St., New York.

60,000 Emerson's 1887 f3T Book of superior saws, with

Supplement, sent free to all Sawyers and Lumbermen.

Address Emerson, Smith St Co., Limited, Beaver Falls,

Pa., U. S. A.

Hoisting Engines, Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cut-off

Couplings. D. Frlsble * Co.. 112 Liberty St., New York.

How to Keep Boilers Clean." Send your address

for free 88 page book. Jas.C. Hotchklss, 120 Liberty St.,

N. Y.

Durrell's imp. nut tapper. Taps >£ to 2 In. New Imp.

bolt cutter. Howard Bros., Iron Works, Fredonla, N. Y.

The Holly Manufacturing Co., of Lockport, N. Y.,

will send their pamphlet, describing water works ma

chinery, and containing reports of tests, on application.

Pays well on Small Investment.—Stereopticons, Magic

Lanterns, and Views Illustrating every subject for public

exhibitions. Lanterns for colleges, Sunday schools, and

home amusements. 152 page illustrated catalogue free.

McAllister, Manufacturing Optician, 49 Nassau St., N. Y.

For best leather belting and lace leather, including

Hercules, see Page Belting Co.'s adv., p. 269.

Rollstone variety lathe—bores, beads, and turns at the

same time. Rollstone Machine Co., Fftchburg, Mass.

Split Pulleys at low prices, and of same strength and

appearance as Whole Pulleys. Yooom St Son's Shafting

Works, Drinker St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Send for new and complete catalogue of Scientific

Books for sale by Munn St Co., 361 Broadway, N. Y. Free

on application.

Elixir vita' from the mines as nature left it. Sure

cure for Brlght's disease, liver, kidney, piles, and dys

pepsia. Apply to Geo. Sanders, Exeter, Ontario.

and apply the fluid to the Iron. Or else cover the gold

leaf with a colorless lacquer, snch as may be made by

taking 1 gallon of methylic alcohol, 10 ounces of seed

lac bruised, and H ounce of red ganders; dissolve

and strain.

(3) R. B. O. asks : 1. What is good to

clean a saddle made of the best light-colored hogskln

so it will look like new or nearly so, without injury to

the skin f A. It is not possible to restore the leather

unless the discoloration is of a character that can be re

moved by carefully rubbing with bread crumbs or some

similar treatment. 2. How may brass (such as the

wheels in the works of a watch) be tempered? A. Only

by mechanical compression, which is impracticable

without distorting its shape.

(4) 0. McC.—A round pipe has less

friction in proportion to its area. The air current in a

tube is rolling from the center toward the surface,

caused by the friction of the tube. The air moves fast

est at the center.

TO INVENTORS.

An experience of forty years, and the preparation of

more than one hundred thousand applications for pa

tents at home and abroad, enable us to understand the

laws and practice on both continents, and to possess un-

equaled facilities for procuring patents everywhere. A

synopsis of the patent laws of the United States and all

foreign countries may be had on application, and persons

contemplating the securing of patents, either at home or

abroad, are Invited to write to this office for prices,

which are low. In accordance with the times and our ex

tensive facilities for conducting tbe business. Address

MUNN St CO.. office Scientific American, 961

way. New York.

INDEX OF INVENTIONS

For which Letters Patent of the

United States were Granted

October 11 1887

AND EACH BEARING THAT DATS.

[See note at end of list about copies of these patents.]
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HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Names and Address must accompany all letters,
or no attention will be paid thereto. This is for our
information, and not for publication.

References to former articles or answers should
give date of paper and page or number of question.

Inquiries not answered in reasonable time should
be repeated; correspondents will bear in mind that
some answers require not a little research, and,
though we endeavor to reply to all, cither by letter
or in thiB department, each must take his turn.

Special Written Information on matters of
personal rather than general interest cannot be
expected without remuneration.

Scientific American Supplement* referred
to may be bad at the office. Price 10 cents each.

Books referred to promptly supplied on receipt of

price.
minerals sent for examination should be distinctly

marked or labeled.

(1) J. H. M. asks for some standard

work or works treating of the methods of artificially

coloring metals, bronzes, etc., and of alloying metals to

give different colors. A. Galvanoplastic Manipula

tions, by W. H. Wahl, is an excellent illustrated book, of

650 pages, which we send for {7.50.

(2) S. W. asks how to make a gold

varnish that will be bright after it is used aud will s t ay

so without getting tarnished. A. A gold varnish to

be used for iron is made as follows: Bolt in an earthen

ware pot 90 parts or more of linseed oil, 60 parts of

Adding machine, D. E. Felt 871,496

Agricultural implements, lever handle for, W. K.

Wagner 371,393

Amalgamator, J. A. Sperry 371,623

Ammonia, process of and apparatus for making,

T. B. Fogarty 371,187

Ammonium sulphate, process of and apparatus

for making, T. B. Fogarty 371,188

Axle box, car, S. B. Archer 871,243

Axle box, car, E. C Hammond 371,500

Axle lubricator, car, R. Faas 371,258

Axle skeins, making, R. Gracey 371,812

Axle skeins, manufacture of, R. Gracey 371,311

Bag. See Oil bag.
Bags or analogous articles, making traveling, F.

Arrabruster —■ 871,405

Bar. See Gate bar.

Barber's apron, M. Perry 371,353

Barrel stand, S. R. Mace... 871,385

Barrel support, H. L. Soofleld <t al 371,522

Battery. See Primary battery. Secondary bat

tery.

Bed bottom, D. Knowlton _.. 371,464

Bed bottom, spring, C. H. Fitch 371,497

Bed pan, H. Haertel 871.193

Bedstead, folding, J. G. Twlas 871,232

Bell, sleigh or harness, Brainnrd St Barton 871.249

Belt, electro-therapeutic, W.LLtW.J. Pierce 371,366

Belt shifter, F. A. Shoemaker 371.480

Bevel, H. L. Naramore 371.210

Bicycle holder, T. B. Jeffery 371,328

Bicycle, tandem, V. H. Muller 371,513

Blackboard and copy holder, combined rolling. It.

B. Cooley 371,429

Blasting earth, H. H. Bourne 371,238

Blind, Venetian, H. T. Buhmeler 371,300

Blotting pad holder and protector, 1. W. Knaggs. 371,507

Board. See Dash board. Wash board.

Bobbin. Atwood St Cowan 371.296

Boilers, explosive safety plug for, G. W. Layman

tt al 871,333

Boilers, furnace front for, J. C. Shuler 871,382

Bolting chests, cut-off gate for, J. B. Cornwall— 371,433

Book, etc., check, L. J. Evans 871,440

Book with detachable cover, pocket memorandum

or other, Closs St Hearn 371,425

Boot or shoe, J. McComber 371,339

Boot, rubber, J. F. Shaw 371,221

Boot or shoe counter forming machine, F. A.

Cushman 371,491

Boots or shoes, device for Inking the sole edges

of, Coupal St Stephenson 371,484

Boring, drilling, driving, and withdrawing screws.

etc., machine for, M. C. Henley ■ . 371,195

Bottle stopper, K. Jacob 871,325

Box. See Axle box. Fare box. Jewel and toilet

set box. Knockdown box. Paper box.

Brick machines, cut-off wire cleaner for, 8. W.

Lasor 371,267

Brush attachment, scrub, J. S. Nowotny 871.515

Brushes, show rack for, N. K. Graves— 871,499

Burner. See Hay burner. Refuse burner.

Button, J. T. Sheridan 871,378

Button fastener, S. W. Shorey 871,381

Button making machine, J. T. Sheridan 371,879

Button remover, shoe, D. L. Sharp 371,280

Calipers, J. H. Culver : 371,489

Camera. See Photographic camera. Projecting

camera.

Can making machine, Angell St Kendall 371,484

Can making machine, E. J. Dolan 371,493

Can washer, 8. Roberta 371,366

Cans, machine for making tin, E. J. Dolan 371,494

Candy, mould to be used in the manufacture of,

W. E.Coleman 371,176

Car coupling, r.. B. Sampson 371,368

Car coupling, W. H. Tibblts 371,392

Car coupling, Westbrook St Cook 371,289

Car, dumping, J. J. Souder 371,224

Car,heater, safety, H. C. Dennis 371,178

Car propulsion, system of railway, M. McManns. . 371,344

Car, railway, T. I,. Wilson 871,406

Car'replacer for street railways, W. O. Cooke. 371,177

Car seat, reversible, J. M. Sauder 371,371

Car, stock. Herron St white 871,501

Car ventilator, F. S. Tnll 371,287tartar, 60 parts of hard boiled yelk of egg, 15 parts of

aloes, H part of saffron, and one-tenth part of turmeric, Car window, A. J. Barber 371,245
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CanllDu enKlnes, appliance for securing card

clothing to plan of. N. Whitley etal 371,sa6

Cards, frame for reading and uuinber, F. L. Hal-

son 371,338

Carpet sweeper, O. P. Prescott 371,519

Carpet weaver, M. A. Mcllaster 371,4*18

Carrier. See Trace carrier.

Cart and buckboard, combined, R. J. Healy 871,817

Cane. See Sbow case. Watch case.

Cattle, apparatus for use la dehorning, W. II.

Richards 871,477

Churn power, A.O. Butler 37 1,1*'.

Clamp. See Floor clamp. Miter clamp.

Clamp. J. A. Fltuerald 371,310

Clamp or press, Wirt St Biltenoender 671,212

Clock, astronomical, H. Conant 371,306

Cloth sponging machine. W. Gelger 371,191

Clothes lino support, K. It. Carter 371,42!

Collar, horse, K. Brown»on 371,488

Compositors' stands, seat for, It. P. Boss 371,168

Conductors, means for supporting overhead. G.

W. Mansfleld 371,136

Cooker, steam, L. H. Taylor 371,228

Corset, T. t<. tillbert 3IU44

Corset, M. K. I. mm... 371,511

Corset, A. M. Williamson 371,4(11

Corsets, etc., textile eyelet for, K. K. Warren 371 ,394

Countersink, A. U. Smith 871,387

Coupling. See Car coupling. Thill coupling.

Cuff holder, J. Irwin 371,264

Cull holder, M. T. Jonea 371,828

Cultivator, D. C. Pierce 871,366

Cup. See Oil cup.

Cutter. See Harvester cutter. Stalk cutter.

Cutter head, C. V7. Titus 371,629

Damper, stove. It. M Hermance 371,466

Dash board, J. F. Gross 371,213

DenUI plate, R. M. Chase 371,174

Die. See See Screw cutting die.

Ditching machines, means tor operating, T. E

Rowan 371,510

Door check, pneumatic, G. Geer 871,269

Door hanger, I*. B. Brownell 871,419

Door hanger, W. II. Samson 371. 169

Door mat, metallic, T. Perrlns 371,474

Doubletree and singletree, G. I.. Story 371.4.H1

Drawing Instrument, calipers, etc., F.Miller 371,469

Dress shield. T. White S71Ai6

Drill. See Grain drill. Ratchet drill. Rock drill.

Drum, K. Uoulanger 871.416

Barring fastening, T. W. F. Smitten 371,288

Egg tester, H. Oppermann 371,617

Egg', preserving, Decannlere St Harrison 371,254

Electric conductors, Insulating clamp for, T. E.

Adams 371,161

Electric motors, method of and apparatus for

starting, L. Daft 371,486

Electric motors, reversing mechanism for, F. E.

Fisher 371,443

Electric wire conduit, J. Lynch 371,202

Electrical conductors, operating with, J. E. Wat

son 371,5.11

Electrical energy, apparatus for the transmission

of, G. Kornmuller 371,8,1

Elevator. See Grain elevator.

Elevator, J. Dalton 871,437

Elevator, A. Miles 371,207

Engine. See Fire engine. Pulp engine. Steam

engine.

Envelope, E. R. Procter S71.S17

Envelope cutting mechanism, H. J. Wickham 371,400

Explosive, H. Schoneweg 371,176

Eye shade, B. B. Newell 371,348

Fare box, F. B. Brownell 371,418

Faucet, M. O. Kupferle 371,5(19

Faucet, measuring, W. T. Withers 871,840

Feed wat r, heating, W. K. Pearson 871.212

Fence, W. Becker 871,409

Fence building machine, W. E. Schaffer 371,219

Fence, flood, H. D. Merrill 871,146

File, C. M. Fairbanks 371,184

Finger tip for counting bank notes, E. C. Grant... 371,447

Firearms, breech-loading, W. Sonnenberg 371,390

Firearm, revolving, I). B. Wesson 371,682

Fire engine, R. Morrell 371,209

Fire escape, J. M. Wakeman 171,488

Fire extinguisher and sprinkler, automatic, J. H.

I.ynde 371,512

Floor clamp. Brown St Bdglngton 371,163

Foot rest. 8. G. Scarritt 871;i73

Foot warmer, G. Kelmers 871,277

Frame. See Saw frame.

Furnace. See Hot air furnace. Puddling or

heating furnace. Regenerative furnace.

Smelting furnace.

Furnace for hot houses, etc., W. A. White 371,397

Furnaces, refractory lining for metallurgical, T.

Twynam 371,288

Furnaces, water heating attachment for hot air,

W. M. Mackay 371je9

Gauge. See Track gauge.

Gauge, W. F. Briggs 871,417

Galvanic ring, H. N. Rowell 871,521

Game, J. F. McCormlck 371,140

Garment fastener, A. M. Shirk 871.222

Gas regulator. II. J. Hyanis 87l,tt4

Gate. See Sliding gate.

Gate, E. R. St 8. C. Chase 871,304

Gate, M. Hindmaroh 371,118

Gate, C. J. Moore 871,271

Glas*;polt>her, plate, J . ttaslem (r) MMC2

Grain binder, J. II. McCutoheon 871,141

Grain cleaners, blast governor for, D. Beat 171,411

Grain drill, Smith A Blttenbender 371,388

Grain elevator, J. A. McLennon 371,14.1

Grate bar, W. E. Kelly 371,329

Grate for stoves, ranges, furnaces, etc., H. H.

Bostwlck _ 871,246

Gun carriages, support for, i„ N. Tonni 871AM

Gun, magazine, I.. L. Hepburn X 1,1 -

Handle. See Sad Iron handle.

Hanger. See Door hanger.

Harness, wooden back-band for, E. D. Melancon.. 871,206

Harrow, W. W. Pope 871,275

Harrow draught attachment, J. Sanders 871,479

Harvester cutter, J. F. Walker 371,288

Harvester, pea, bean, or rice, B. O. Savage 371,172

Hat and coat rack, T. J. McConnoughay 871,205

Hay burner, G. Laube.. 371;&!

Hay cocking machine, Hale St Harvey 371,314

Heater. See Car heater.

Heel plate, R. H. Lewis 871,510

Heels, making rubber, F. D. Uayward 87I.3U;

Hinge, spring, F. C. Dumas 371,308

Holdback, vehicle, B. W. Trenholm 37L229

Holder. See Bicycle holder. Blotting pad bolder.

Cuff holder. Pencil holder.

Hooks, manufacture of. II. Hoffmann, Jr. 371,502

Horseshoe, & B. Jerome 371;i77

Horseshoe nails, manufacture of, C. H. Burckett. 371,171

d, G. Burbans 871,101

3 clausing device, T. G. Turner :.!...!

Hot air furnace, D. 8. Richardson

Ice creeper, J. G. Skinner

Ice machines, water separating attachment for, T.

' H. Butler

Ice sandal, C. Maxwell

Induction coil, B. Smith

Inhaler, B. R. Peyton

Inkstand, J. Hoey

Insulating electric wires, etc., plastic composition

for, W. W. Barnes

Iron. See Sad iron. Soldering iron.

Iron with tin or Its alloys or other meta

Ing, E. I. Braddock

Jack. See Lasttng Jack.

Jewel ur toilet set box, F. W. Evans

Keyboard player, mechanical, J. C'urpentier

Knob and shank, door, J. C. Atwater

Knockdown box, J. Hotham

ladder, extension, W. A. Si A. F. Hawkes..

Lamps, pneumatic foot for, S. Siemang

Lasting jack, A. B. Clark

Latch, W. B. Cantrell

Latch and lock, gravity door, B. F. Pierce. .

Latch, coach, W. Schollhorn

Level for boring bits, plumb, G. Woods

I.eviT wrench, G. A. Reese

Light refractor, R. B. King

Limb, artificial, A. A. Winkler

Liquid In exchange for a coin, apparatus for the

delivery of a given quantity of, P. Everitt

Liquids, apparatus for maintaining a proportional

flow of, C. C. Barton 871,166,

Lock. See Nut lock. Permutation lock. Seal

lock.

Lock for frames of pocketbooks, etc., M. Koenig..

Locomotion, electric, L. Daft

Locomotive tender, R. G. S. Collamore

Looms, shuttle supporting mechanism for, J. C.

Brooks

Lubricator. See Axle lubricator.

Masts, manufacturing hollow, J. W. Mansfield—

Mat. See Door mat.

Matches or similar articles, receptacle for, W. E.

Richardson

Mattress protector, D. W. McKlnnnn

Measuring vessel, V. A. Reeves

Miter clamp, G. F. Newell

Musical Instruments, keyboard player for, II. F.

Uambruch

Musical Instrument, mechanical, II. F. Uam

bruch

Nail. See Wire nail.

Nails, machine for making cut, R. A. Mapp

Neckwear, fastening for. W. D. Heron

Nut lock, L. Surprenant

Oil bag for distributing oil on water, E. A. Hayes.

Oil eup. Porter Si Miller

Ordnance sights, mechanism for adjusting and re

taining, G. Stuart

Ores, Jig for separating, G. Conkllng

Oven, gasoline, J. Rlngen

Packing, metallic piston rod, T. Falk

Pad. See Horseshoe pad.

Pan. See Bed pan.

Paper box, K. J. Trum -..

Paper feeding device, C. 8. Onderdonk

Paper, holder for rolls of toilet or wrapping, 8.

Wheeler

Pencil holder and bookbinder, combined, E. But

ler

Pens, instrument for redressing steel. L. M. II. M.

Dahns

Permutation lock, T. 8. Splvey

Photograph burnishing machine, F. A. Simonds..

Photographic camera, J. J. Uiggins

Photographic camera, H. P. Pedersen

Picture support, C. Hlnsberg

Plane, bench, B. A. Teed

Planing machine, B. D. Whitney

Planter, T. W. Hill

Plow, W. W. Selvldge

Plow attachment, A. B. Nuckols

Plow, harrow, and cultivator, combined, F. P.

Sanborn

Plows, anvil for forming landsidea for, C. N. Assel-

sttno

Plowshares, anvil for forming, C. N. Aaselstlne...

Pocketbooks and other articles, frame for, L.

.171,363

871,184

371.173

371,270

371,624

871,213

371,320

371,400

371,248

371,182

871,422

871,296

871,322

871.453

371,281

371.305

371,420

871,344

871,875

371,294

371,476

87I.3U

371,239

371,257

371,167

371,608

371,253

371,251

371,299

871,204

371,278

871,142

J7L149

371,460

871,449

871,137

871,196

371,526

871,194

871,216

371,286

871,427

371,478

371,109

871,230

371,473

871,290

371,172

Poultry brooder, M. Davenport

Power. See Churn power.

Primary battery, Bailey & Warner

Printers' furniture, J. O'llare

Printing machines, Inking apparatus for, J. J.

Hughes

Projectile, D. Kennedy

Projecting camera, Cooper St Lewis

Protector. See Mattress protector.

Puddling and heating furnace, T. F. Tiemmlck

Pulley, loose, A. L. Cushman

Pulp engine, W. W. D. Joffers

Pump attachment for gaseous liquids, T. H. But

ler

Pump, double-acting force. Potter St Betta

Pump, force, D. Johnson

Quicksand, apparatus for sinking shafts through,

W. S. 8mlth

Rack. See Hat and coat rack.

Ralls Into girders, conversion of old, J. Reese

Ralls to angle bars, roll for reducing old, J. Reese

Hallway crossing, W. J. Morden

Railway grip, cable, G. Rlschmuller

Railway spike, J. M. Fennerty

Railway spike, J. H. Morgan

Railway switch, C. C. Montague

Rallwny switch, automatic, G. I,. Garmer

Railway tank, Maysent St Jones

Ratchet drill, E. Reals

Ratchet drill, S. Harris

Refrigerator building, A. I. Dexter

Refuse burner, W. Mann

Regenerating furnace, W. J. Lewis

Regulator. See Gas regulator.

Riding gallery, J. 11. Small

Ring. See Galvanic ring.

Rock drill, hand, A. J. Becker

Rolling deck beams, roll for, J. Reese

Rope, hook for fastening, W. A. Perry

Roundabout, Bllnkhorn Si Key

Rubber cloth, machine for Joining pieces of, T.

Hawley

Ruler, paper, G. M. Rees

Sad Iron. T. E. Swann

Sad Iron handle, N. L. Post

Saddle and pad, harness, .(. Fischer

Sail for vessels, J. C. Wheeden

Salt from brine, manufacturing. H. A. Hogel

Saw buck, B. A. French

Saw frnme, hack, L. L Davis

Saw set, C. F. 1-eopold

Sawing machine, N. Naudey

Sawing machine, metal, G. C. Lucas

871,151

371,284

371,223

371,458

371,352

371,119

871,482

871,199

871,459

371,220

371,516

371,370

371,161

371,163

871,847

371,807

371,244

371,274

871,323

871,461

371,252

871,464

371,490

371,160

371,488

871,518

871,197

871,389

871,361

371,359

371,206

871,161

871,186

871,471

371,470

871490

871,467

871,407

371,452

871,180

871,201

371,334

371,836

871,297

871,160

871,475

371,412

.171.815

371,162

871,227

871,215

871,442

37V««
371,103

371,188

871,418

371,268

371,211

371,261

871,214

.171,250

871,198

871,313

871,465

871,201

371,285

371,360

871,166

871,528

371,439

371,260

871,241

871.410

371,170

371,428

871.606

Sawing machines, brake mechanism for, B.

Fischer *n,538

Scaffold support, adjustable, J. Richstlne 371,279

Scraper and leveler, railway, H. Boutet 371,416

Screw cutting die, C. D. ChelU 871,175

8crowdrlver, A. Stevens 371,225

Screwdriver, A. L. Stevens 871,226

Seal lock, C. M. & R. M. Drinker 871,256

Seam corrugating machine, D. A. Sutherland 371,527

Seaming machine, double, W. B. Spongier 871,391

Seat. See Car seat. Spring seat.

8eat, C. A. Williamson 871,402

Secondary battery, A. Reckeniaun 371,358

Seine hauling apparatus, W. H. Gordon 871,446

Sewing machine feeding machanlsm, C. F. Bos-

worth
Sawing machine, wax thread, A. S. Richardson (r) 10,873

Shaping and sawing machine, combined, W.

Huey 871,501
Sheet metal by electro deposition, apparatus

for forming, E. Emerson 371,258

Shoe or corset fastening, M. Reardon 871,867

Show case, J. R. St E. K. Hersh 871,467

Shutter worker, U. F. 8. St H. Zimmerman 371,242

Signaling apparatus, electric. Glasgow St Stevens. 371,445

Silk, dressing, L. Graiasut 871,498

Sled, W. Scott 371,877

Sleigh bolster, logging, A. C. McKendree 871,273

Sliding gate, W. R. White 871,287, 871,238

Smelting furnace, cupola, C. Sahler 871,367

Smoke condenser, B. Roberts 871,366

Soldering Iron, H. C. Mylander 371,634

Spark arrester, C. 8. Detro 871,179

Speed changing mechanism, J. Johnston 871,266

Spikes, machine tor making, J. North 371,472

Spinning spindles, support for, A. Wood 871,404

Spinning or twisting machine, electric, Kimball St

Brownell 871.199

Spools, unwinding attachment for. C. E. Wilkin

son - 371,291

Spring. See Vehicle spring.

Spring seat, H. S. Hale 871,448

Stalk cutter. B. 8. Kennett 371,462

Stand. Bee Barrel stand.

Starching machine, J. E. Hayea

Steam engine. B. C. Pole

Steam engine, oscillating, J. Clark

Stitching horse, E. Jones

Stone saw gang and sand feed combined, C. W.

Green

Stopper. See Bottle stopper.

Stove, .1. M. Lube

Stovepipe shelf, swinging, K. F. Knowlton

Stove shelf and heater, combined, W. Stansell—

Stoves, safety attachment for car, G. A. Ogle. ...

Stoves, furnaces, etc.. Are box lining, C. T.

Barnes

Sugar, manufacture of, M. Swenson

Switch. See Railway switch. Telephone switch.

Tank. See Railway tank.

Telephone, mechanical, W. H. Eastman

Telephone switch, W. M. Goodridge

Telephone system and apparatus, G. T. Woods... .

Thill coupling, E. H. Belden

Thill coupling, G. C. Bureh

Thill coupling, J. L. Cook

Thill coupling, E. P. Joslyn

Tobacco scrapping and granulating machine, M.

Klnports

Trace carrier, A. J. Bates

Traoe carrier, A. McNally

Track gauge, Chandler Si Briggs

Tramway switch adjuster, J. L. Boyden

Transplanter for tobacco and other plants, D.

Clow 371,426

Treadle. Sleight St Bremer 371,885

Truck for street cars, motor, H. Skinner 871,381

Truss, H. H. Fargue 371,441

Tub bottom, mash.'M. Gottfried 871,2(3

Tug, thill, P. Ransom 871,218

Valve, reducing, J. W. Hyatt 371,505

Valves and valve seats, device for renewing, G.

W. Holllngsworth 871,321

Vehicle gear, M. Woodhull 371,298

Vehicle running gear, C. M. Blydenburgh 871,413

Vehicle spring, C. P. Crowe 871,435

Vehicle spring, F. L. Eiell 371,496

Veloclpepe, J. S. Copeland 871.412

Velocipede, K. Schmltt 871,871

Velocipede, C. H. Veeder 371,234

Velocipedes, steering head for, J. Knous 871,266

Ventilator. See Car ventilator.

Voltaic Inner sole, G. A. Fullerton 871,189

Warp beamers. separating plate for, J. Murphy.. . 871,272

Wash board, A. Stroh 871,525

Wash board appliance, C. J. Becker 871,408

Washer. See Can washer.

Washing machine, O. Patrick _.. 371,361

Washing machine. 8. W. Warren 371,395

Watch case, G. C. Smith 871^2

Water closet reservoirs, valve and valve operat

ing mechanism for, W. 8. Cooper 371,410

Water closet valve, W. 8. Cooper 371,431

Weather strip, W. 8. Carnovsky 371,421

Window shades, etc, bottom strip or moulding

for, J. W. Greene 371,192

Wire grooving machine, Clifford St Conpal 371,424

Wire belting or fabric, Emerson St Midgley 871,181

Wire handles, machine for making, J. 8. Detrick.. 371,492

Wire handles, making, G. W. Knapp 371,463

Wire nail and die for pointing the same, W. G.

Algeo 871,162

Wire tightener, W. A. Murray 871,614

Wood working machine, 8. J. Shlmer 871,380

Wrench. See Lever wrench.

Wrench, M. E. Campfleld 871.302

Tarns, machine for doubling and twisting, H. F.

West 87US5

DESIGNS.

Brush, C. E. Thompson -.. 17.T86

Burial casket, N. Kapp'.eyes 17.784

Carpet, W. T. Gonch 1T,7W to 17,788

Carpet, A. L. Halllday 17,797 to 17,775

Carpet, M. U, Loudon 17,778

Carpet, J. Lyall 17.7T9

Carpet, 3. Nell 17,780 to 17,782

Carpet, J. Spring 17,786

Carpet, J. Wishart 17,788 to 17,790

Costume, Miss', K. L. Jenkins - 17,776

Frame, W. H. Tomey 17,787

Spoon, etc., Kllngel St Wilis 17,777

Spoons, forks, etc.. handle for, H. A. Plstortus 17,783

Trimming, J. Dreyfuss 17,762

Dyeing, liquid preparation used In, Young St Wal

ton — 14,825
Exhaust or fan wheel, L. J. Wing M.M4

Fatty, oleaginous, or unctuous food substances,

N. K. Falrbank St Company MJOB

Hosiery, W. G. Johnson, Jr 14,819

Knives, forks, and other cutlery and edge tools, J.

Dixon & Sons ••• 14,907

Marble compound, imitation, A. B. Joy 14,818

Medicine for Internal and external use, Radway St

Company 14,821

Mineral water, natural, C. F. Fish 14,806

Oils, lubricating, Bllven, Carrington * Co 14,801

Ointment, tetter, Baker & Co 14.814

Remedy for general debility. Chase St Kltchit 14.806

Sauces, meat, fish, and game, Soyer Sauce Co 14,822

Shaving tonic, C. B. Weston 14,81!

Silks for dress goods, broad, Hess, Goldsmith St

Co 14,811)

Silver, nickel silver, britannla, and plated goods,

J. Dixon St Sons 14,808

Stove polish, W. H. Colebrook A Co 14^>16

Stoves, ranges, parlor heaters, and furnaces, N. H.

Galusha 14318

Typo writing machines. Standard Type Writer

Manufacturing Company -— 14323

Yeast powder. Creole .Manufacturing Company— 14316

A printed copy of the specification and drawing of

any patent in the foregoing list, also of any patent

Issued since 1S66, will be furnished from this office for 26

cents. In ordering please state the number and date

of the patent desired, and remit to Munn ft Co., 361

Broadway, New York. We also furnish copies of patents

granted prior to I860; but at increased coat, as the

specifications, not being priDted, must be copied by

band.

Canadian Patents may now be obtained by the

inventors for any of the Inventions named in the fore

going list, provided they are simple, at a cost of $40

each. If complicated the cost will be a little more. For

full Instructions address Munn ft Co.. 361 Broadway,

New York. Other foreign patents may also be obtained.

'^doerfieements.

371,200

871,486

371345

871,303

371,247

Inside Page, each Insertion - — 75 cents n line.
Back Page, ench Insertion - - - JPI.OO n line.

The above are charges per agate line—about eight
words per tine. This notice shows the width of the line,
and is set in agate type. Engravings may head adver
tisements at the same rate per agate line, by measure
ment, as the letter press. Advertisements must be
received at publication office as early as Thursday morn
ing to appear in next Issue.

SEBASTIAN, MAY & CO'S

ImproTvd Scot Cutting

T ATTTTTC'Foot&

LAlAAWPower

Drill Presses, Chucks, Drills;
Dogs, and machinists' and ama<
teurs* outfits. Lathes on trial.
Catalogues mailed on application
1 UK W. Sd St., Cincinnati, '

 

COMPETITION.

TRADE MARKS.

Accordions, C. F. Pletsohmann ft Sonne 14,811
Belting, rubUv , y"(rt Machine Company 14,830

Corsets, F. 8. Dunham ft Co 14317

School houses.

Dkpaktmjsnt

[At Albany, N. V.]
State or New York.)

; of Public Instruction, I
SUPERINTENDENT*** OFFICE, f

lbany, N. Y., September 20, 1887. J
for scru "Plans and specification!! for school-houses.

Architects are invited to submit competition plans for
six school buildings, for which $975 is offered in prizes.
Time of competition limited to December 1 5, 1 S87.

For further particulars address A. 8. DRAPKR,

619 State Superintendent, Albany, N. Y.

KXCELLKNT BLACK COPIES of anything writttn or
drawn with any Pen (or Type Writer) by the Patent

Only equaled by
Lithography.

_ Specimens Free.

AUTOCOPYIST CO., 166 William Street, New York.

arnum wirn any i en \vr j ) pe nni

AUTOCOPYIST

SCIENTIFIC BOOK

CATALOGUE.

JUST Pnil.ISHED.

Our new catalogue containing over 100 pages, includ
ing works on more than fifty different subjects. Will be
mailed tree to any address on application.

MUNN «V CO.. Publishers Scientific American.

3ttl Broadway, New York.

..SAUK

Lists sent.
.ff.Y. Machinery Depot,
Bridge Store No. 1ft,

Frankfort 8treet. N. Y.

i

2000 Fine Black copies of Writing, Drawing. Music.

~ " — *UJ°"A™ ic^ViVh'wot

COPIER iti!UZ?Mon

FAST AUTOMATIC CO., S New Chambers St , S. Y.

CUVU JC list* IXHCh

FAST

VZ SELL EEECT TO FAWUIS-
(■Toid AtjcQti sod Dealere wboMpro
fits and expense! doable the cost on

kerery Piano they sell) and send tola

f Firat-<a«aa UPEIQET CaWiiet GIH
" 1H Ocuto Rosewood Piano, War
ranted 6 years, for 8103. V-
aend it—with Beautiful Cover and
Stool—for Trlalio yourown Come be
fore 70a bay. Send for ctroulsra to

Marchal «&s Smith, COS East Cist St.. K.T*

 

 

ARTESIAN.
Wells, Oil and Gas Wells, drill«
by contract to any depth, from »
to 3000 fet't. Wealsoniajiufacture
and furnish everything required
to drill and complete same. Port'
able Horse Power nnd Mounted
Steam Drilling Machines for H*1 to
flOOft. Sendfl cents for illustrated
catalogue. _
Pierce Well ExcavatorCo.

»w York.

FAC-SIMILB ooplee obtained to an unlimited extent In

indelible black by the
— copying apparatus, equal to the.

finest lithographic work.
Specimens free.

Felix B. Dans & Co., 21 Beekman Street, New Vork.
ECLIPSE
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LATHES
 

FOR CUTTING IRREGULAR FORMS
SUCH AS AXE MULES. Etc A SPEC ALT?
BARREL HOOP Au BASKET MACHINES
VENEER CUTTING MACHINES
HANDLE AND NULLING LATHES.
MILLINC.MOBTISlNG.GEABiKErSEAT
CUTTINC MACHINES.STAVE.HEADINC|

AND SHINCLE MACHINES.
MANUFACTURED BY THE

I.E.MERRITT MACHY. CO

LOCKPOftT H.Y..U.S.A

THE GREAT AQUEDUCT OP NEW
York City —Lengthy and very complete account of the
great aqueduct now being hu Lit by the 1 Ity of New York
£0 increase its water supply. With 6 engravings. Con

- SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 8UPI-LEMENT, Notainttd In
55S an.1 .">«<>• Price 10 cents each,
office and from all newsdealers.

Con-
..... No.

To be had at this

RUBBER BELTING, PACKING, HOSE.

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers In the United States.

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS

For mechanical Purpose*.

 

Nerve Power. How to get It. $1.00 box, or trial
size, 10 cents. Oxie Nerve Food Co., Augusta. Me.

SEVERN AND MERSEY TUNNELS.
Full description of these two important engineering
works, with two engravings. Contained In Scientific
American Supplement, No. 604. Price 10 cents. To
be had at this office and from all newsdealers.

CLARTSNOISELESS ROBBER WHEELS

No more Splintered Floors.
Different Styles. Catalogue Free.

tiEO. P. CLARK,
Windsor Locks, Ct.

TANNIN. ITS PRESENT AND FUTURE
Sources. A leotnre by Prof. Henry Trimble, giving a
verv comprehensive treatment of the subject. Con-

""UPPI.EMENT.No.
1 all

\VE JLVNUFACTrilE

WELL DRILLS

FOR

Water, Goal and Gas,

J Hydraulic or Jettl nir.
Lftrg, -t Stock In America.

m—w Farmers with small out
lay {experience vnnecef&ary). Can
make lance profits. Norisks. Can
direct buyers to paying territory.

, Prospecting; for Water, Coal
orGas done on application.

Also UTs of WIND MILLS.
HORSE ruWIRS, FEED MILLS,
FODDER AND ENSILACE
CUTTERS, PUMPS AIM) WEIL SOP;
PLIES Mention this Paper. Send

14c. to cover cost mailing
! Catalogue.

cmoAeo

TUBULAR WELL WORKS.
«8W. Lak.nL, tblcaso, I1U

» xsz"c*yjs.e iloac

A Specialty.

RUBBER MATS,

RUBBER MATTING

AND STAIR TREADS.

NEW YORK BELTING & PACKING CO., 15 PARK ROW, N. Y.

John H. Chkever, Treas.. Branches: 167 Lake St.. Chicago: 308 Chestnut St.. Phlla. 52 Summer St., Boston.
J. D. Chkevkk, Dep'y Treas. AGENTS: PERSICANER & CO., Plckhuben 5, Hamburgh.

 

Proposal* for three Overhead Travelling;
Cranes complete, three Supports for such

Cranes, and one Iron Frame for n Building.
Navy Depahtment.

WASHINGTON", July 2.L 1887.
Sealed proposals will be received at the Navy Depart

ment. Washington. O C, until 12 o'clock noon, on Thurs
day, the 15th day of September. Ih87, at which time ana
place they will be opened '
furnishing the necessar>
Face they will be opened In the presence ol bidders, for

_urnlshing the necessar> material and labor and con
structing, delivering and erecting the Iron work for the

 
GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878,

BAKER'S

Warranted <
Cocoa, from which the excesa of

Oil has been removed. It has three

times the strength of Cocoa mixed

with Starch. Arrowroot orSngar,

and Is therefore far more economi

cal, costing less than one cent a

cup. It Is delicious, nourishing,

strengthening, easily digested, and

admirably adapted for invalids as

well as for persons in health.

Sold by Grocera everywhere*

W. BARER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

GAS ENGINEERING, RECENT PRO-
gress in.—By A. Macpherson. Regenerative system of
retort tiring. Improvements In gas purification. Burn
ers and regenerative lamps. The Welsboch gas light.
Paraffin as a rival of coal gas, oil in gas making. Prices
of residual products. Contained In Scientific Amkri-
CAff StTi'PLKHENT, No. 601. Price 10 cents. To be
had at this office and from all newsdealers.

THEORY OF UNITS. BY G. SZAR-

vady.—Measurement of a magnitude. Equations be
tween concrete magnitudes. Absolute units. History
of the C. G. S. system, fundamental and derived units.
Geometrical, Mechanical and Electric units. Criticism
of the C. G. S. system. Contained in scientific Ameri
can Supplement, No. «Otf. I'rice 10 cents. To be had
at this office and from all newsdealers.

AND FINE GRAY IRON ALSO STEEL
k/lAT T FAoLE CASTINGS Ff»M SPECIAL i

■ ,J T.HU1"0 LEHIGH AVE k AMERICAN 5T PHIL*, t *"0^

GOVERNMENT BREEDING FARM FOR
Cavalry Horses. A paper by Lieut. B. C. Robertson, U.
8. A., outlining a plan for the establishment of a breed
ing farm for horses maintained and controlled by the
government, and discussing the economic features of
the scheme. Contained In Scientific American BffP-
pi.ement, No. 60V. Price 10 cents. To be had at this
office and from all newsdealers.

supports of three overhead travelling cranes, t
of one building, and three overhead travelling cranes
complete, including attachments pertaining thereto, for
the Ordnance Gun-Bhops at the Navy Yard, Washington,
D. C, in accordance with plans which may be seen,
specifications, copies of which, together with all ot
Information essential to bidders, may be obtained at I
Office of the Civil Engineer at said Navy Yard. Propo
sals must be made in accordance with forms which will
also be furnished on application to that office.
Proposals must be made In duplicate and enclosed In

envelopes marked "Proposals for Overhead Travelling
Cranes complete, for Iron Supports lor such Cranes, and
Iron Frame for a Building," and addressed to the Secre
tary of the Navy, Navy Department, Washington, D. O.
Tne Secretary of the Navy reserves the right to reject

any or all bids, as. In his Judgment, the interests of the
Government may require.

' VV1LL1AM C. WHITNEY,
Secretary of the Navy.

Navy Depahtment.
Washington, September 12. 1887.

The time for receiving proposals under the foregoing
advertisement Is hereby extended until Tuesday, I he 1st
day ol November, 1887, at 12 o'clock noon, at which time

the bid, will be opened. ^ Q WM

Acting Seeretary of the Nary.

DYNAMO -ELECTRIC MACHINES.—A
study of the leading types of these apparatus. Illus
trated with IS engravings. Contained In scimmc
American Supplement, No. 604. Price 10 cents. To
be bad at this office and from all newsdealers.

ON STEAM BOILERS.—A LECTURE
by J. M. Allen, delivered in the Sibley College course.—
The

Fractures/oVuler explosions.
Different type

m boiler, iU construction and management.
»f boilers. Material, Methods of riveting,

AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 5:13
To be had at this offlc? and from all n

Contained in Scientific
Price 10

-*CCARyD,r?T,,rl0ENS

ARCn^OLOGIC AX EXPLORATIONSIN
Ohio.—An account of explorations made near Madison-
Yule, O., In 1878, 1879, and 1880, the results of which are
the most Interesting of any that have hitherto been
conducted U the .Mississippi Valley ; with descriptions
and 40 illustrative figures of a large number of aborigi
nal relics, su-h as skeletons, ash-pits, corn-pits,
earthen pots, vases and bowls, pipes, shell ornaments
and beads, elk-horn ornament, copper ornament, and
child's rattle. Contained ir Scientific Ameuican
Supplement, No. '28*2. Price 10 centA. To be had at
this office and from all nt

OTTO GAS ENGINES.

Horizontal Otto Gas Engines.
Vertical Otto Gas Engines.
Twin Cylinder Otto Gas Engines.
Combined Otto Gas Engines and Pumps.
Combined . .Otto Gas Engines and Dynamos.

OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS,

CHICAeO. PHILADELPHIA.

New York Agency, 18 Tesey Street.

CAPILLARY TUBES, SPONTANEOUS
Motion in.—A paper by C. Decharme upon the applica
tion of electricity to the study of the spontaneous as
censional motion of liquids in capillary tuues—the
question being studied from a dynamic standpoint,
"ith 10 engravings of apparatus and details. Contain

ed In Scientific American Supplement, No. 538.
this office and from allPrice 10 cents. To bo had at

CP A tin CIBT To Introduce our wonder-
allA fill HIT I ful Self-operating Wash
ing Machine we will GIVE ONE away in every
town. Best In the World. No labor or rubbing.
SEND FOR ONE to the _

National Co., 23 Dey St., N. Y.

PRESERVATION OF RAILWAY TIES
and Timber by the use of Antiseptics. A paper by J. p.
Card describing the method of treating wood by the
lino-creosote process, and giving an account of some or
the results reached by the use of it. Contained in sci-
ENT1FIC AMEUICAN SUPPLEMENT, NO. 607. Price ill

ots. To be had at this office and from all newdealers.

TECHNICAL TRAINING CONSIDERED
as a part of a " Complete and Generous Kdncation." An
address by Dr. B~ H. Thurston, oelivered at the seven
teenth annual commencement of the Worcester Poly
technic Institute. Contained in sci e.ntific American
Supplement, No. 60'i. Price 10 cents. To be bad at
this office and from all newsdealers.

EPPS'S

CRATEFUL COMFORTING.

COCOA

TUNNEL FOR FOOT PASSENGERS IN

Stockholm.—Description of a difficult piece of tunneling,
in which the freezing method was applied with Buccess.
Wlih 7 figures. Contained in Scientific American

iment.Supplement. No. Ii4'i. Price 10 cents,
this office and from all newsdealers.

To be had at

new and impiiovk^hj«h_spkep For ELECTRICAL & MAN'F'G USE.

F. ROCHOW, Sole Manufacturer,
86 BMPBE STREET, BROOJBXTO^Jv. V.COMPOUND ENGINES.

THE NEW CROTON AQUEDUCT.—
Detailed description of the great aqueduct now being
constructed to Increase the water supply of New York
City and also of the great dam which it is proposed t o
build across the Croton River, at Quaker Bridge. With
engravings and a map. Contained in Scientific Ameri
can supplement, No. 558. Price 10 cents. To be
had at this office and from all newsdealers.

COLD AS A CAUSE OF DEAFNESS.—A
short but comprehensive paper by Dr. Theodore Griffin,
answering the two important questions: How can the
injurious effects of cold upon the ears be prevented? and
secondly. How can they be cured after they have been
developed? Contained In Scientific AMehican Sip-
plemknt. No. '265. Price 10 cents. To be had at this

i ail newsdealers.
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ALCOHOL, SWEET POTATO. — AN
account ot a new industry recently established at the
Asores-tbat of the distillation of alcohol from raw
sweet potatoes. Contained In scientific Ameuican
Supplement. No. 57'J. Price 10 cents. To be had at
tils office and from all newsdealers.

MACHINES FOR PRODUCING COLD
Air.—A paper read by Mr. T. B .Lightfoot, before the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, London, giving a
brief description of each of tne machines hitherto de
vised for producing cold air; and including the theory,
construction, and practical working of a greatly lm-
firoved form of apparatus for the same purpose. Illus-
rated with an engraving giving perspective view of

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLE
MENT. Any desired back number of the Scientific
American Supplement can be had at this office for
10 cents. Also to be had of newsdealers in all parts of
the country.

A NEW INVENTION.
A Gear Belt with a pitch from 2 inch to 6 feet. War

ranted not to slip or stretch. Bun with less strain on
Journals, will last longer, cost less than any belt in use,
Address GEO. W. HKKFNKB,

P. O. Box 188, Dayton, Ohio.

THE CHERPEST AND BEST 1

h 6? PARK PLACE .NEW YORK

ENGRAVING FOB ALL ILLUSTRATIVE: AND
I ADVERTISING PURPOSES

CARBOLIC ACID.—AN INTERESTING
paper by Frank French, M.D.. treating of the history of
carbolic acid, the mode of manufacturing It. and Its uses
as a therapeutic agent, anaesthetic and dentifrice, its
effect upoti animal organisms, and the antidotes forlt In
cases of poisoning. Contained in Scientific American
Supplement, No. 438. Price 10 cents. To be bad at
this offline and from alt newsdealers.
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ORNAMENTAL DESIGN, PRINCI-
plesand practice of.—By Lewis F.Day. The second of
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a series of lectures on this subject, discussing the lines
upon which ornament can be distributed. « ith 5 Illus
trations. Contained In Scientific American Supple
ment, No. 589. Price 10 cents. To t '
and from all newsdealers.
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IMPROVEMENTS OF PRAIRIE ROADd
and Streets. By T. J. Nicholl, CI. Economical and
Practical Suggestions, with six figures ; on Width, Drain
age. Ditching, Rolling Soils, Culverts, and Cost. How
to Keep In Repair. Laying out the Streets of a Town,
with Cost, and Repairs needed, etc Supplement 150.
Price 10 cents.

—FOR.—

Steam, Gas and Water Pipes, Drums, Heaters, ete.

The Best fion-tondurtnr of Heat A Cold in the World.
Seud for illuBtraU-,1 descriptive Circular, and name tblfl paper.

143 Worth Street, 78 and 80 Lake St.,

NEW YORK. CHICACO.

A SYNOPSIS OF ALL THE KNOWN
Anaesthetics, with their physical and physio ogical pro
perties, and anaesthetic value. By B. W. Richardson,
M.D. Contained in Scientific American Supple
ment, Nos. 51 5 and 516. Price lOcenis «ach. To bo
had at this office and from all newsdealers.

of these machines as constructed fpr marine ourpoi
f one

and tanepded to supply M60 cubic feeffof cold air per
hour. Contained in Scientific American Supple
ment, No. 1274. Price 10 cents. To be hod at this
office and from all newsdealers.
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THE COPYING PAD.—HOWTO MAKE
and how to use; with an engraving. Practical directions
how to prepare the gelatine pad. and also the anlilneink
by which the copies are made: how to apply the written
letter to the pad : how to take off copies of the letter.
Contained in scientific American supplement, No.
438. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office and by all
newsdealers in all parts of the country.

E MODEL,and ■ Send lot Circulars.
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^rtfORIC SPFEI1LTY. "(MotSPECIALTY, ""■(Mention tain Paper.)

ASPHALTUM AND THE PITCH LAKE
of Ttlnldad. By W. O. Crosby.-Qrfgln of bitumens, As-

pbaltum, where found.Phaltum, wnero lounu. The pitch lake ol inniaaa.
flow I he pitch is quarried. Origin of the lake. Contain
ed In SCIF.NTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 60.,.
Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and from all

newsdealers.
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The Koch Patent File, for prese-vtng newspapers,
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ETJN1T & CO.,

Publishers Scientific American,

A Western ROLLING MILL, having a surplus produc
ing capacity of twenty-five hundred tons of Merchant
Iron or Steel per annum. Is anxious to communicate with
any one controlling base patents for a standard article
that will consume this amount of their product and to
that end solicit correspondence. All communications
will be treated in a strictly confidential manner and for
the right article ample funds will be provided to develop
and push it on the market- Address all communications
to ROLLING MILL, P. O. Box 773, New York City.

AERIAL VORTICES.—AN ACCOUNT OF

the experiments of Mr. Chas. Weyherwith a view to
elucidating the question of the formation of water
spouts, whirls lnds, and hail. Illustrated with 9 engrav
ings. Contained In Scientific American Supple
ment, No. 605. Price 10 oents. To be had at this office
and from all newsdealers.

THE NEW TAY BRIDGE. ILLUS-
tration of brief description of this recently finished
structure. Contained In scientific ameuican Sup
plement, No. BO-t. Price 10 cents each. To be bad at
this office, and from ail newsdealers.

THE GREAT TOWER AT PARIS —
Description, bv Mr. Eiffel, of the mode of construction
of the foundations of the great 084 foot tower. With
two illustrations showing sections of the caissons. Con
tained in Scientific American Supplement, No.
U07. Price 10 cent
all newsdealers.

To be had at this office and from

 
THE BARAGWAMTH STEAM JACKET

Feedwater Boiler and Purifier.

Bollsthe feedwater. Keeps the boiler clean.
Saves boiler repairs. Saves from 16 to 40 per
cent, of fuel, l^trge heating surface. No ra
diating surface. No back pressure. Thor
oughly utilizes the exhaust. Strong and dur
able. Over 5.0C0 In use. Send for circular.
WM. BARAOWANATH & SON. 40 West

Division Street. Chicago, 111.
JAS. B. CROUTMEKS, M. E., General East

ern Manager, 112 Liberty Street, New York.

HISTORY OF THE ELECTRICAL ART
in the U. S. Patent, Office.—By C. J. Kfntner. An Inter
esting history of the growth of electrical science in this
country, and notices of some of the more important
models In possession of the Patent Office. Contained in
Scientific American Supplement No. 544, Price
10 cents. To be had at this office and from all ne,
dealers.

 

i New Catalogue of Valuable Papers

contained In Scientific American Supplement, sent
free of charge to any add ress,
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CTC1U DfllinC ft* Hot or Cold, Fresh or
dlCAHl rUfflrO Salt Water; for Oils, Naph
tha, Tar; forCane Juice, Liquors, Syrups, Scum; for Am
monia, Alkalies, Extracts, Acids; for Thick, Volatile, Vis
cous or Foul Liquids, etc. "Vacuum Pumps of the
highest efficiency. Filter Press Pumps. Air, Gas
and Acid Blowers. Air Compressors. Etc

Built by GUILD & GAKBISON, Brooklyn, N. Y.

LEO XIII. BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
of the reigning pope. With portrait. Contained in sci
entific American Supplement. No. 4J04. Price 10
cents. To be bad at this office and from all nev,
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HYDROGEN GAS, PROCESS AND Ap
paratus for Producing—By C. M. Tessle Du Motay.
Full description of a process for producing hydrogen by
the conversion of superheated Bteam carrying with it a
certain amount of naphtha vapor or its equivalent, in
the presence of highly heated lime. By means of the
apparatus here described and illustrated, hydrogen gas
can be continuously produced by the employment of two
sets of superheaters and two converting furnaces, which

- * witlcan be alternately used. Illustrated with nine
ings. Contained in Scientific Amkhipan '
mknt. No. 241- Price 10 cents. To be had at
and from all newsdealers.
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COMPRESSION OF AIR.—DESCRIP-

tlon of Messrs. Dubois & Francois' Improved air com
pressing machine, devised for the use of the larger In
dustries and for mining purposes. With 8 figures, 11 lus-
trating the apparatus in plan, elevation and detail.
Contained in Scientific American Supplement. No.
435. Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and from

all i

VOLNET W. MASON & CO..

FRICTION PULLEYS CLUTCHES and ELEVATORS

PROVIDENCE. It. I.

RENDON SEWAGE WORKS. DESCRIP-

tion of a new plant for the treatment of sewage by ni
tration, and precipitation of the organic matters by
lime. With 3 illustrations. Contained In Scientific

, Ameuican supplement. No. tjfl'i. I'rice 10 cents.
* CO.. 361 Broadway. N. Y. I To be had at this office and from all newsdealers.
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paper. He wants circulation. This he has when he
advertises in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. And do not
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some other paper for the Scientific American, when
selecting a list of publications in wuicn you decide 11 is
for your interest to advertise. This is frequently done,
for the reason tnat tne agent gets a larger commission
from the papers having a small circulation tkuin is allow
ed on the Scientific American.
For rates see top of tir«t column of this page, or ad

dress
MUNN & OOm Publishers.

301 It t-.Midway. New York.
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Alate discovery. Sample bottles free with treatise containing
directions for home troatmpnt. Give exnrcFS office.
DR. WM. F. G. NOETLINO* CO., East Hampton, Conn.

CI CPTCIPX I Edward P. Thompson, Solicitor
CLBIs I llluALi of Electrical Patents. 3 Reekman
Street, N. Y. Write for testimonials and instructions.
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throughout the United states, and we will place them
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will send us a postal card, mentioning this paper.
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CENTRIF UGAL EXTRACTORS—BY
A. F.Gibson. A cmclse explanation of the principles
underlying the working of these apparatus, find the
consideration and laws governing the shape, size, ma
terial, etc. Wit h 38 engravings of apparatus. Contained
In SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN' SlT PPLKM EXT. NOS. 0 1 't and

4*13. "
froi

3< Price 10 cents each. To be
m all newsdealers.

USEFUL BUUKS.

Manufacturers, Agriculturists, Chemists, Engineers. Me

chanics, Builders, men of leisure, and professional

men, of all classes, need good books in the line of

their respective callings. Our post office department

permits the transmission of books through the mails

at very small cost. A comprehensive catalogue of

useful books by different authors, on more than fifty

different subjects, has just been published for free

circulation at the office of this paper. Subjects clas

sified with names of author. Persons desiring a

copy, have only to ask for it, and It will be mailed to

them. Address,

Itl I SN cV CO., 361 Broadway, New York.

INFLUENCE OF AGE UPON THE IN

PATIENT

JACKET KETTLES,

Plain or Porcelain Lined. Tested to 100 lb.
pressure. Send for Lists.

HAND, BURR & CO..
614 and 811 Market St., Philadelphia. Pa.

THE GAS BALANCE.—BY F. LUX.
Description of an Ingenious apparatus for the automa
tic determination of the specific gravity nnd composition
of Illuminating gas. With 4 engravings. Contained in

AMEIIICAN SUPP1.KMKNT..NO. Ml 'J. Price
10 cents. To be had at this office and from all news-
8CIENTIFIC

CPATIVC CREE On receipt of two 2 cent
HUH MwC lUCCi ,tamp, we wni aend,

_ postage paid, to any address, a sample American
Film >egnliveand full description of the newly per
fected process of malting film negatives.
The Ea.tman Dry Plato & Film Co;Jlojke.lor^(iY;

NEW BRIDGE OVER THE DOURO.—
Brief descriptions, accompanied by illustrations of the
various designs that have been submitted for the pro
posed one-span bridge over the "-".ver Douro. The work
Is one of considerable magnitud , and presents peculiar
features in its general design and mode of erection which
will prove of Interest o all engineers. Illustrated with
10 engravings. Contained in Scientific American
Supplement, Ho. '267. Price 10 cents. To be had at this
office and from all newsdealers.
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TrllinUO DDflO K)ft Milk Street, Boston.
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1 Dearborn St., Chicago.

MBML—A very interesting paper, giving an enumera
tion of some of the greatest writers and thinkers that
the world has produced, and the agea at which they
wrote some of their most celebrated works ; the exam
ples given proving conclusively that the human mind
seldom decays before the approach of death. Contained
In Scientific American supplement. No. 240.
Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and from all
vewBdealers.
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Chas. A. Schieren & Co.
It: Ferry St. New York.

116 Arch St., Phlla.
86 Federal St.. Boston.

CHEMISTRY OF BUILDING MATE-

rials. The bearings of chemical science on certain promi
nent materials used for building purposes, such as stones,
limes, mortars, cements, brick, marble, etc. 1. A brlel
account of the general principles of chemistry. The
chemical substances which enter into the composition of
the above-named materials, their characteristics, and
directions for ascertaining their presence in any mineral.
2. Examination in detail of the several varieties of atone
found in the earth. Doth as regards the proportions of
their constituents, and their chemical and other proper
ties. Contained in Scientific American Supplement,
No. 279. Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and

USED AND RECOMMENDED by Mxistoinca, Kaux-
bach, Tom Piloty, Gab. Max, and the most emi
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Johann Faber Siberian Lead Pencils.
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General Agents for the U.S.

PATENTS.

MESSKS. MI NN & CO., in connection with the publl'
cm. 'i i of the ientific amebican. continue to ex
amine improvements, and to act as SoIIdton of Patents
for Inventors.

In this line of business they have had forty-one years'
experience, and now nave unequaled facilities for the
preparation of Patent Drawings, Specifications, and the
prosecution of Applications for Patents In the United
States. Canada, and Foreign Countries. Messrs Munn &
Co. alsoatland to the preparation of Caveats, Copyrights
for Books, Isabels, Kelssues. Asainnments. and Reports
on Infringements of Patents. All business intrusted to

d Is done with Npecial care ar
onabla terms

. h ••■ nent free of chariie. on application, c«>n-

ull information abont Patents and how to pro
cure them; directions concerning Isabels. Copyrights,
Designs, Patents, Appeals. RfUMues. Infringements, As-

' la, Rejected Cases, Hints on the Sale of "Pa
tents, etc.

We also send, 'rteof charge, a Synopsis of Foreign Pa
tent I*aws, showing the com and method of securing
patents in all the principal countries of the irorld.

HUlfrf A CO., Solicitors of Patents),

381 Broadway. New York.

BRANCH OFTICKS.-No. 622 and 824 F Street, Pa*
clflo Building, near 7th Street, Wasatngtoa, D. C.

HYPNOTISM IN FRANCE.-AN IN-
teresting review ot the present status of this subject, by
Max Dessoir. Contained In scientific AmbricanSup-
plkment, No. 6 1 :i. Price 10 cent*. To be had at
office und from ail newsdealers.
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with small outlay. Outfits of Foot
Power Machinery for practical shop
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logue free.
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CEO. W. MARBLE, Sole Manu
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BABBIT and ANTI-FRICTION METALS
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E. A. C. DU PLAINE,

64 A 6tt SO. CANAL ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

XXXX Nickel Babbit (pat.) Warranted 20 per ct. Nickel.
XXX Nickel Babbit (pat.) Warranted 15 per ct. Nickel.
XX Nickel A Copper Babbit Warranted 5 p. c. Nickel.
X Genuine Copper Babbit Warranted 15 p.c. Copper.
AA Genuine Copper and Tin Babbit.
A "Genuine " Babbit (Sold by others as real Genu

ine).
B Lubricating Babbit (Absorbs the oil well).
C Adamantine Babbit, very hard. Journal polishes.
No. 1 Hardware Babbit, a fine quality and good wearing.
No. 2 Hardware Babbit, the ordinary cheap Babbit.
No. 3 Antimonlal Lead Babbit.

PLUMBAGO BABBITS.

No. 1 Plumbago Metal. I No. 3 Plumbago Metal.
No. 2 Plumbago Metal. | No. 1 Plumbago Metal.
These Plumbago Metnls cannot be excelled for the

prices. They require but little oil at high speed, and I will
deliver them in boxes of 65 or 125 lb., less Freight, Cart
age, Boxing, Ac. Try them, and convince yourself of
their merits. mention this paper.

PHOTO-EN GRAVING PROCESSES.-
The" Washout " process. The swelled gelatine process
Full detallsof each. Contained In Scientific Ameri
can Supplement, No. «l I'nce 10 cents. To be had
at this oftVe and from all newsdealers.

$10.00 to $50.00 IS^

Magic Ijantern. nnd View, of popular sub-
CatAloRUGB on application. Part 1 Optical, 2
tical, 3 Metcomlmncal, 4 Maine Lanterns, etc.
ASSE. .ss Mndimon Street, Chicago. III.

HOW TO MAKE AN INCUBATOR.—
Full directions. Illustrated with 7 naures. Also direc
tions for operating the apparatus. Contained in
Scientific American Suppl^mknt, No. Ill »2. I'rice
10 cents. To be had at this office and from ail
dealers.
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COCOAINE.—DESCRIPTION OP~DrTT.
L. CorninK's system of administering this drug in pain-
ful nervous affections. With 8 figures. Contained in
Scientific American SUppli mknt. No ttl'j. Price
ten cents. To be had at this office and from all news
dealers.
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fect Lubricator J or Loose Py&Um In
use. Prices very reasonable. Send
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Van DrzKN A Tift. Cincinnati, O.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.—AD-
dress of the President, sir H. Roscoe. at the Manches
ter meeting of the Association, With portraits of the
president and presidents of sections. Contained In
Scientific amehioan-Supplement, No. «13. Prioe
10 cents. To be bad at this office and from ail news
dealers.
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paper Is published weekly. Every number contains six

teen pages of useful infoimatton and a large number of

original engravings of new Inventions and discoveries,

representing Engineering Works, Steam Miicbiaery

New Inventions, Novelties In Mechanics, Manufactures,

Chemistry, Electricity Telegraphy. Photography, Archi

tecture, Agriculture. Horticulture, Natural History, etc.

All ClnNneN of Header* and In the Scientific

American a popular resume of the best scientific in

formation of the day; and it Is the aim of the publishers

to present It in an attractive form, avoiding as much as

possible abstruse terms. To every intelligent mind,

this journal affords a constant supply of lnstructiTe

reading. It is promotive of knowledge and progress in

every community where it circulates.

Terms of Subscription.—One copy of the scikv-

BBtO American will be Bent for one vear—52 numbers—

postage prepaid, to any subscriber in the United States

or Canada, on receipt of three ilollni'Mby the pub

lishers; six months, ILBOi three months, $1.0U.

Club*.—One extra copy of the Scikntipic Ameri

can wll be supplied gratis /or every club of /lir rubfcribrrt

at la.00 each ; additional copies at same proportionate

rate.
The safest way to remit is by Postal Order. Draft, or

Express Money Order. Monny carefully placed Inside

of envelopes, securely sealed, and correctly addressed,

seldom goes astray, but is at the sender's risk. Ad

dress ail letters and make all orders, drafts, etc. pay

able to
cSc CO.,

361 Broadway, New York.

THB

Scientific American Supplement.

This IB a separate and distinct publication from

Thk Scientific- ami khan, but Is uniform therewith

in slxe, every number containing sixteen targe pages.

Thk Scikntific American Sui'PLkxknt is published

weekly, and Includes a very wide ranize of contents. It

presents the moat recent papers by eminent writers in

all rhe principal departments of Science and the

Useful Arts, embracing Biology, Geclogy, Mineralogy

Natural History Geography, A rchasology. Astronomy,

Chemistry Electricity, Light. Heat, Mechanical Engi

neering, Steam and Railway Engineering, Mining,

Ship Building. Marine Engineering, Photography,

technology, Manufacturing Industries, Sar.ttary En

gineering, Agriculture, Horticulture, Domr<itic Econo

my, Biography. Medicine, etc. A vast amount of fresh

und valuable information pertaining to these and allied

subjects la given, the whole profusely illustrated with

engravings
The most important Ewjineering Works, Mechanisms,

and Manufactures at home and abroad are represented

and described in the Supplement.
Price for the Si ppi.kment for the United States and

Canada $5.U0 a year or one copy of the Scientific Am

erican and'one copy of the SUPPLEMENT, both mailed

for one year for $7.00. Address and remit by postal

order express money order or check, *

MUNN & Co.. 301 Broadway, N. Y.,

Publishers Scientific aheiucan.

To Foreign Subscriber*.- Under the facilities of

the Postal Union, the Scientific American is now sent

by post direct from New York, with regularity to bod"

scrlbers in Great Britain India. Australia, and al. other

British colonies . to France Austria. Belgium, Germany.

Kussia, and all other European States Japan. Brsxtl,

Mexico, and ali States of Central and South America

Terms when sent to foreign countries Canada excepted,

H.gold. for Scientific Ami ricax one year, ¥9. gold

for both Scientific Amkrican acl Supplement for

one year. This includes postage, which we pay. Remit

hp oostal or express money order, or draft to order ot

MUNN & CO.. 361 Broadway, New York.

PRINTING INKS.
THK "Scientific American" is printed with CHAS

ENEU JOHNSON & CO.'S INK. Tenth and Lom

bard SU„ Fhiia., and 47 Rom St., opp, Dnana St., N. Y.




